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SUMMARY: Various mixed neutron-photon fields at workplaccs in the containment 
of pressurised water reactors and in the vicinity of transport containers with spent 
fuel elements were investigated with spectrometers and dosimeters.The spectral 
neutron fluences evaluated from measurements with multisphere systems were re
commended to be used for the calculation of dosimetric reference values for 
comparison with the readings of the dosemeters applied simultaneously. 

It turned out that most of the moderator based area dosemeters overestimated, 
while the TEPC systems generally underestimated the ambient dose eqUivalent 
(DE) values of the rather soft neutron fields encountered at these workplaces. The 
discrepancies can, however, be explained on the basis of energy dependent respon
ses of the instruments used. The ambient DE values obtained with recently develo
ped area dosemeters based on superheated drop detectors and with track etch ba
sed personal dosemeters on phantoms, however, were in satisfying agreement with 
the reference data. 

Sets of personal dosemeters simultaneously irradiated on a phantom allowed to 
roughly estimate the directional dependence of the neutron f1uencc. Hence, personal 
and limiting dose equivalent quantities could also be calculated. The personal and 
ambient DE values were always conservative estimates of the limiting quantities. 

Unexpectedly, discrepancies were observed for photon DE data measured with 
GM counters and TEPC systems. The up to 50 % higher readings of the GM 
counters may be explained by a considerable contribution of high energy photons 
to the total photon dose equivalent, but photon spectrometry is necessary for final 
clarification. 

SAMMANFATTNING: Dosekvivalenten har studerats pa nagra olib arbetsplatser 
dar saval foton- SOOl neutronstnilning forekommer. De platser som mretts har va
rit belagna innanfor inncslutningen till en tryckvattenreaktor samt nara en behal
lare med anvant karnbransle. Stralfalten har studerats saval med spektrometriska 
som med dosimetriska metoder. 

Efter noggrann analys rekommenderadcs att neutronfluens-spektrerna bestamda med 
multisfarspcktrometrar skulle anvandas for berakning av de dosimetriska referens
varden, d.v.s de varden som de olika dosmiHarnas resultat skulle jamforas med. 

Det visade sig aH handburna instrument baserade pa moderering av neutronfluen
sen overskattade referensvardena, medan vavnadsekvivalenta proportionalraknare 
underskattade demo Detta kan forklaras med ledning av instrumentens energibero
ende for neutroner. 

Ett nytt instrument baserat pa principen for "bubbel"-detektorn, liksom person
dosmatare baserade pa "track etch" tekniken, bestamde miljo- respektive person
dosekvivalenten med tillfredsstallande noggrannhet. 

Persondosmatare placerade pa olika sidor av ett fantom besHimde neutronfluen
sells olika riktningskomponenter. Med den kUllskapen kunde sedan persondosekvi
valenten och skyddsstorheterna beraknas. Savai person- som miljodosekvivalenten 
utgjorde konservativa uppskattningar av skyddsstorheterna. 

Ovantat stora skillnader upptacktes mellan miljodosekvivalentvarden uppmatta 
med GM-rors baserade handburna instrument och vavnadsekvivalema proportio
nalraknare vad galler doskomponenten fran gammastralning. De upp till 50% ho
gre GM-rorsvardena kan sannolikt f6rklaras av ett vasentligt dosbidrag fran h6ga 
fotonenergier, men fotonspektrometriska resultat ar n6dvandiga f6r en slutligt 
klarlaggande. 
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1. Illtl"Oductioll 

In collaboration of EURADOS working groups #7 and #10 with the Swedish Radiation 

Protection Institute (SSI) the mixed neutron-photon radiation fields have been characterized at 

various places in the containment of pressurized water reactors in Ringhals and in the 

environment of a transport cask with spent fuel elements at the intermediate storage facility 

(CLAB) in Oskarshamn using spectrometers and dosemeters. Taking advantage of this 

unique occasion the results of various instruments of the same kind and those of different 

systems employed could be intercompared. 

The results were submitted by the participants to the various evaluators according to the 

questionnaires distributed. The final reports of all participants were compiled in an external 

SSI-report [1]. 

Comparison of the spectral neutron fiuences obtained from Bonner sphere spectrometer a) 

measurements already exhibited systematic differences. The integral fluence values deviated 

not more than ± 5% from the mean, but for the corresponding integral dose equivalent values 

one data set systematically deviated by about 40 - 50% from a well defined mean of the other 

data (see section 7 of Ref. 1). These discrepancies were therefore the reason for a very detailed 

evaluation (see section 2). 

Also the dose and dose equivalent data derived from the measurements with six different 

tissue equivalent proportional counters (one of them using the variance-covariance method) 

showed an unexpected large scatter of the results, in particular for the neutron dose equivalent 

values (see section4 of Ref. 1). A detailed analysis was necessary taking also into 

consideration the evaluated spectral fluence for a consistency check (see section 3). 

The spectral fluence was also required when the directional dependence of the neutron fields 

was derived from the measurement with six personal dosemeters on ph<jntoms assuming a 

superposition of an isotropic and directional component with the same shape. In the case of 

personal dosemeters with spectrometric properties even different shapes could be used (see 

section 4). 
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Last, but not least, the dose equivalent reference values evaluated from the spectrometric 

measurements are compared with the TEPCb
) results and the readings of various (ambient) 

dose equivalent instruments employed. Also the various photon dose rates are compared in 

section S . 

• ) The abbreviations BSS and BS are used in this report for Bonner spheres spectrometer and Bonner spheres, 
respectively. 

b) TIle abbreviation TEPC is used for tissue equivalent proportional counter. 
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2. Evaluation of the Spectral Neutron Fluence 

Five groups participated with neutron spectrometers, four of them using Bonner spheres (BS) 

with active or passive thermal neutron detectors and one group employing proportional 

counters and a stilben scintillator for recoil proton spectrometry (RPS). 

Table 1, however, shows that at maximum three different BSS's were used at five (of seven) 

positions while for the remaining two positions at least two different data sets could be 

compared for the entire neutron energy range from thermal to some MeV. The BS results were 

complemented by high resolution measurements performed at four (of seven) positions for 

neutron energies higher than 70 ke V. 

Table 1: Neutron spectrometers employed in the containment of pressurized water reactors 

in Ringhals and in the environment of a transport cask with spent fuel elements, 

located in the Intermediate Storage Facility (CLAB) at Oskarshamn. 

Laborataory Spectrometer Ringhals CLAB 

A F G L D E P 

GSFlNeuherberg BS (LiI-scint.) x x x x x x x 

IARfLausanne BS (cyI. 3He-pC) - x x x x x x 

NPUfeddington BS (Au-act. foil) x - - - - - -

PTBIBraunschweig BS (spher. 3He-pC) - - x x x x x 

KAIIRossendorf recoil proton det. x - - x x x x 

The evaluation was performed in three steps, first comparing the results as submitted, then 

applying a common energy binning for the spectral fluence, the response matrices and the 

fluence-to-dose-equivalent conversion functions before comparing and finally perfOlming an 

independent unfolding of those data sets regarded as reliable. (The original idea to construct a 

weighted average of all spectra measured had to be abandoned because the number of reliable 

results remaining was too low.) 
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2.1 Comparison of the Data Submitted 

The neutron spectra and integral quantities are shown in Figure I (CLAB and Ringhals) and 

Table 2 as submitted by the participants. 

Up to nine integral quantities are compared: 

4 (5) supergroup fluences (the energy interval 10 ke V - I Me V was later subdivided in 

two supergroups), 

the total fluence and 

the total dose equivalent for three different conversion functions according to ICRP21 

(H21, [2]), ICRU39 (H39, [3]) and ICRP60 (H60, [4]) 

These values slightly changed (Table 3) if a common data binning (49 bins for SAND 2 

instead of 53, 44 or 47 groups used by PTB, GSF or IAR resp.) and the same conversion 

functions were applied (with the largest changes for H21, possibly due to different 

interpolation procedures used by the participants). The integral quantities were calculated by 

means of the TRESPE code provided by A.V. Alevra [5]. For the purpose of comparison with 

the high resolution data of KAI the group fluence was also calculated for the energy interval 

from 0.07 MeV to 2 MeV. Only these data will be used in the further discussion. 

The measured spectra can be divided in two groups (Table 4): 

a. The spectra measured at CLAB pos. P,D and E and at Ringhals in the lock to the 

containment building (pos. L) are characterized by comparable fluence fractions in the 

thermal, the lIE and the fission part, but the major fraction of the DE is due to neutrons 

with energies above 100 keY. 

b. The spectra measured in the containment building belong to rather soft fields with less 

than 10% and 50% in fluence and DE, respectively above 100 keY. The thermal and 

epithermal fractions are prevailing. 

The integral results of the three BSSs used at five positions are compared in Fig. 2. While the 

integral fluence never deviates by more than 10% from the mean value for all data sets, one 

set of DE data is systematically 40-50% lower than the mean of the two other data sets which 

are close together. 



Table 2: 

< 0.4 aV 

OAeV-10keV 
10-100 keY 
0.1-1. MaV 
0.01-1. MaV 
> 1. MaV 

total nuence 

Hmade 

H'(10) 

H60 

< 0.4 aV 

OAeV-10keV 
10-100 keY 

0.1-1. MaV 
0.01·1. MaV 
> 1. MaV 

(otal nuence 

Hmade 

H'(lO) 
H60 

< 0.4 aV 
OAeV-10keV 
10·100 keY 

0.1-1. MaV 
0.01-1. MaV 
> 1. MeV 

total fluence 

Hmade 

H'(10) 

H60 

<\).4 aV 
OAeV-10keV 
10-100 keY 

0.1-1. MaV 

0.01-1. MaV 
> 1. MaV 

total fluence 

Hmade 

H'(10) 

H60 
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Comparison of super group and total fluence rates [cm-' S-I] as submitted by the 

participants for the measurements in the containment of pressurized water reactors 

in Ringhals (L, G, F, A) and in the environment of a transport cask with spent fuel 

element at the Intermediate Storage Facility CLAB in Oskarshamnn (D, E, P). The 

total dose equivalent rates [nSv/s] were calculated with fluence-to-dose equivalent 

functions HMADE, H*(10) and H", according to ICRU 21 [2], ICRU 39 [3] and 

ICRP 60 [4]. 

Comparison ofintegrai values as submitted by participants 

PTB IAR 

CLAB·D 

(IAFVPTB)-1 GSF (GSF/PTB)/-l PTB IAR (IAFVPTB)-1 GSF (GSF/PTB)/-l 

44.59 50.53 

188.26 188.86 
36.82 
38,99 

75.81 67.86 
4.37 1.67 

313.00 308.92 

10.97 7.69 
11.73 7.40 
17.43 10.88 

CLAB·E 

39.91 43.33 

152.81 150.61 
33.37 

36.12 
69.49 

2.01 
264.20 

8.93 
9.74 

14.69 

30.71 
134.85 

44.47 

50.12 
94.59 

1.70 
261.80 

10.47 
11.88 

18.28 

GSF 

61.38 
1.16 

256.70 

6.75 
6.60 
9.81 

CLAB·P 

42,53 
143.27 

80.11 

0.97 
266.86 

7.71 
7.63 

11.52 

IAR 

Ringhals·F 

2260.00 3365.23 

4080.00 4666.40 
853.10 

1170.00 

1281.21 
0.79 4.73 

8364.00 9319.57 

225.60 154.4 
251.80 139.51 
396.70 200.79 

13.3% 

0.3% 

-10.5% 
-61.8% 

-1.3% 

-29.9% 

-36.9% 

-37.6% 

8.6% 
-1.3% 

-11.7% 
41.4% 

-2.8% 

·24.4% 
-32.2% 
-33.2% 

38.5% 

6.2% 

-15.3% 

-43.0% 

1.9% 

-26.4% 

-35.7% 
-37.0% 

(IAFVGSF)-1 

48.9% 

14.4% 

499.6% 

11.4% 

-31.6% 
-44.6% 
-49.4% 

33.63 

175.20 

36.42 
40.41 

5.66 

291.30 

11.33 

12.19 
18.08 

34.30 

142.70 
24.87 

43.43 

3.50 

248.80 

10.56 

11.60 
17.38 

20.29 
122.20 
42.31 

61.50 

1.03 

247.30 

11.09 

12.98 

20.02 

-24.6% 

·6.9% 
-1.1% 

3.6% 

29.5% 
-6.9% 

·3.7% 

-1.1% 

3.7% 

-14.1% 

-6.6% 
-25.5% 

20.2% 

73.9% 

-5.8% 

18.3% 
19.2% 

18.3% 

-33.9% 
-9.4% 

'4.9% 

22.7% 

-39.5% 
-5.5% 

5.9% 
9.3% 

9.5% 

Ringhals·l 

239.12 318.32 

1270.20 1403.61 

273.16 

252.04 

525.2 404.35 
3.04 0.66 

2038.00 2126.94 

56.86 38.74 

61.85 34.55 
94.31 49.83 

Ringhals-G 

1367.10 1668.27 

1269.90 1092.29 
170.21 

112.84 
283.05 130.20 

1.61 0.11 

2922.00 2890.86 

48.43 34.29 

45.76 29.33 
66.24 40.29 

GSF 

4987.00 

NPL 

Ringhals·A 

9221.00 7999.00 
1417.00 1696.00 

1492.00 1377.00 

109.50 39.81 

17220.00 11110.00 

446.90 325.90 
465.50 351.10 
705.30 347.90 

33.1% 

10.5% 

-23.0% 
-78.4% 

4.4% 

-31.9% 

-44.1% 
-47.2% 

22.0% 

-14.0% 

-54.0% 
·93.4% 

-1.1% 

-29.2% 

-35.9% 
-39.2% 

(NPVGSF)-1 

-13.3% 
19.7% 

-7.7% 

·63.6% 

-27.4% 
'24.6% 
-50.7% 

215.50 

1226.00 
205.80 
280.30 

2.79 

1930.00 

57.28 

63.33 
98.60 

1129.00 

1239.00 
170.30 

105.10 

0.02 
2643.00 

41.61 
39.50 

62.09 

-9.9% 

-3.5% 

-24.7% 

11.2% 

·8.2% 
-5.3% 

0.7% 

2.4% 
4.5% 

-17.4% 
-2.4% 

0.1% 
-6.9% 

-98.7% 

·9.5% 

-14.1% 
-13.7% 

-6.3% 
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Figure I: Spectral neutron fluence rate F (in a lethargy representation) measured with 

Banner sphere spectrometers (GSF, IAR, NPL, PTB) and recoil proton detectors 

(KAI) in the contaimnent of pressurized water reactors in Ringhals (L, G, F, A) 

and in the environment of a transport cask with spent fuel elements at the 

Intermediate Storage Facility CLAB in Oskarshamnn (D, E, P) as submitted by 

the participants of the comparison exercise, 
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Table 3: 

< 0,4 aV 

0,4eV·l0keV 

10·100 keY 
0.1-1. MaV 

0.01-1. MaV 
> 1. MaV 

total fluence 

Hmade 

H'(10) 

HSO 

< 0.4 eV 
OAeV-l0keV 
10·100 keY 
0.1-1. MaV 

0.01·1. MeV 
> 1. MeV 

tolal fluence 

Hmade 

H'(lO) 
HGO 

< 0.4 eV 

OAeV-l0keV 
10-100 keY 

0.1-1. MeV 

0.01-1. MeV 

> 1. MaV 
total fluence 

Hmade 

H'(10) 

HSO 

< 0.4 aV 

0.4eV·l0keV 
10-100 keV 

0.1-1. MeV 
0.01-1. MaV 

> 1. MaV 
total fluence 

Hmade 
H*(10) 

H60 

0.07-2 MeV 

0,07-2 MeV 

0.07-2 MaV 
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Same as Table 2, but fluence and DE rates ([cm-' S-I) and [nSv/s) resp.) are 

calculated for a common binning of neutron spectra and conversion functions_ In 

addition, integral fluence values were also calculated in the energy range from 

70 keY to 2 MeV for comparison with the KAI high-resolution measurements 

Comparison of intergal values calculated from 5ubmitted spectra 

PTO IAR (IAfVPTB)-1 GSF (GSF/PT6)I-l PTO IAR* (IAR'/PTB)-1 GSF (GSFIPTB)I-l 
CIAB·O 

44.59 50,45 

188.26 188.BO 
36.82 45.10 
38,99 2277 

75.81 67.87 
4.37 1.67 

313.00 308.60 

10.97 7.29 
11.73 7,41 

17.43 10.89 

CIAB·E 
39.91 43.29 

152.81 150.85 
33.37 39.30 

36.12 22.07 
69.49 61.365 

2.01 1.18 
264.20 256.68 

8.93 6.37 
9.74 6.60 

14.69 9.81 

30.71 
134.85 

44,47 

50.12 
94.59 

1.70 
261.80 

10,47 

11.88 
1B.28 

GSF 

CIAB-P 

42.25 
143.25 
51.79 

28.36 
60.15 

0.97 
266.87 

7.16 
7.63 

11.53 

IAR 
Ringhals·F 

2274.90 3363.50 
4127.40 4675.30 

648.35 962.30 

1199.70 319.02 
2046.05 1281.32 

0.89 4.74 
8451.20 9324.80 

228.80 
254.57 
394.40 

KAI 

154.40 
139.51 
200.91 

IAR 
CLAB·P 

51.63 37.34 
CLAO·O 

42.63 30.51 
Ringhafs·l 

355.32 130.67 
KAI NPl 

Ringhals·A 
2831.30 1686.90 

13.1% 
0.3% 
22.5% 

-41.6% 
-10.5% 

-61.7% 
-1_3% 

-33.5% 

-36.9% 
-37_5% 

8.5% 

-1.3% 
17.8% 

-38.9% 

-11.7% 
-41,4% 

-2.6% 

-28.7% 
-32.2% 
-33.2% 

37.6% 
S.2% 
16.5% 

-43.4% 
-15.3% 

-43.0% 
1.9% 

-31.6% 
-35.7% 
-36.9% 

(lAfVGSF)-1 

47.9% 
13.3% 
13.4% 
-73.4% 
-37.4% 

434.4% 
10.3% 

·32.5% 
-45.2% 

-49.1% 

(IAfVKAI)-1 

-27.7% 

-26.B% 

·63.2% 

(NPUKAlj-l 

-.(0.4% 

33.44 

176.89 
36.62 
41.00 

n.S2 
5.98 

293.93 

11,49 

12.35 

18.30 

34.51 

144.07 
24.79 

43.95 
68.74 

3.87 

251.19 

10.70 
l1.n 
17.79 

20.06 
123.36 

42.20 

62.76 
104.96 

1.14 

249.52 

11.22 
13.14 
20.53 

PTB 

59.77 

46.91 

300.71 

-25.0% 

-6.0% 
-0.5% 

5.2% 

2.4% 
36.8% 

-6.1% 

4.7% 

5.3% 
5.0% 

'13.5% 
-5.7% 

-25.7% 

21.7% 
-1.1% 
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Figure 2: Ratio of the total neutron fluence (left) and dose equivalent values (right) 

determined by GSF, IAR and PTB at 5 positions (see Table I) with Bonner 

Sphere spectrometers to their mean values. 

Table 4: Relative contribution (in %) of neutrons from different energy regions to the total 

fluence (left) and DE (right) at the positions investigated at Ringhals (A, F, G, L) 

and CLAB (D, E, P) 

energy regiOn fluence fraction (%) at DE-fraction (%) at 

P,D,E,L F,G,A P,D,E,L F,G,A 

<0.4 eV 12 - 17 32 - 58 2 - 5 15 - 51 

0.4 eV - 10 keY 52 - 64 37 - 50 8 - 17 21 - 28 

10 keY - 100 keY 7 - 20 4 - 10 8 - 16 7 - 18 

100 keY - 1 MeV 7 - 18 0.7 - 9 51 - 74 10 - 51 

> 1 MeV 0.4 - 1.5 <0.2 2 - 15 <6 
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The reason for this unexpected result is obvious from Fig. I, and Table 3: all IAR spectra are 

softer than the PTB (and the GSF) spectra such that the fluence in the two highest supergroups 

is about 40-90% lower for the IAR than for the PTB result. As a consequence of the strong 

increase of the conversion factors in the energy region from 10 ke V to I Me V the total DE is 

then underestimated by 40 - 50% in the IAR spectra. 

A comparison of the GSF and PTB spectra also shows some systematic differences. While the 

total GSF fluence is always slightly lower than the PTB fluence (4 - 8%) the GSF DE-values 

are generally higher than the PTB DE-results except for pos. G. These deviations are chiefly 

caused by the different shapes of the spectra, in particular by the deep minima of the GSF 

spectra in the region of 1 keY to' 10 keY. 

Two BS data sets were only available for positions F and A, both situated in the reactor 

containment building. For pos. F the IAR spectmm is much softer than the GSF result, similar 

to the trend observed for the other positions. At pos. A only two BSSs could be employed due 

to the high dose rates, namely the active system with the lowest sensitivity (GSF) and the 

passive BSS using Au activation for the detection of the thermal neutrons (NPL). Including 

the thermal fluence separately reported by the NPL (but not included in the spectmm 

submitted) the fluence (-5%) and DE(-15%) are both lower for the NPL result. 

Finally, the high resolution data obtained by KAI with recoil proton spectrometry are 

compared in the overlapping region (70 ke V to 2 Me V). The rather large differences of the 

integral fluence if compared with the PTB, GSF and NPL BS results point to a problem with 

the normalization of the PRS data. If, however, the shape of these spectra is only considered, 

reasonable agreement is observed with all BS results except for the IAR spectra. 

Besides the large deviations in the DE values from the mean, some systematic differences can 

also be seen in shape: 

the IAR and GSF spectra show more stmcture (peaks and dips) thaJ.l the PTB spectra, 

which may be caused by the selection of the guess spectra and/or too many iterations in 

the unfolding procedure, 

the thermal distribution used by the PTB con'esponds with a somewhat higher 

temperature (mean energy) than those used by GSF and IAR and 
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the mean energy of the fission-like distributed high energy neutrons is much lower for 

the IAR than for GSF and PTB (finally resulting in the much lower DE values). 

Since it was not obvious from the results reported whether the differences were caused by the 

response matrices, the guess spectra or the unfolding procedures used, an additional unfolding 

was performed. 

2.2 Additional Unfolding 

The original version of the SAND 2 code [6] distributed by RSICIOak Ridge was adopted for 

IBM compatible and V AX computers including some supporting programs (CSTAPE, 

SLACTS, SLTAPE). In order to avoid possible inaccuracies in the interpolation procedure of 

the CSTAPE code, which prepares the response matrix library for the SAND 2 code, a new 

code CST AP _EM was written. This code rewrites the response matrix with the energy bin 

structure supplied by the participants into the format required by the SAND 2 code. 

The response matrices of PTB, GSF and IAR were originally submitted with 53, 44 or 47 bins 

and therefore transformed into 49 bins of the common format. The 128 bin structure used by 

the IAR group for the resulting spectral neutron fluence was ignored because no recipe was 

given for inter- or extrapolation of the original structure of the response matrix. 

Various input (guess) spectra were used: 

the spectrum unfolded by the participant (submitted spectrum), 

the spectra submitted by other participants, 

the high resolution spectra of KAI, if available, extrapolated to lower energies by an lIE 

and subsequent thermal Maxwellian distribution according to the procedure inherent in 

the SAND 2 code or 

the KAI spectra extrapolated by the PTB result for energies below 70 ke V. 

The SAND-iterations were stopped at a standard deviation STDV=2.5 (see [6]) or at least 

after 50 iterations. The standard deviation STDV is calculated from: 
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STDV = sqrt( (N-I)-I I AE(i)/(ACCi) R - 1)2) (1) 
i 

with R = N-1 I AE(i)/ ACCi) 

and N = number of spheres employed (incl. the bare detector) 

AE(i) = the measured rate if the i-th sphere 

ACCi) = the rate of the i-th sphere as calculated for the actual spectral fluence and 

the response matrix given. 

Group and total fluence and the total dose equivalent (DE) values derived from the spectra 

evaluated for the different input spectra are listed in Tables 5 - 9. For simplicity only H*(10) 

values according to ICRP 60 [4] are given for comparison. The corresponding spectra are 

compared in Figures 3 - 8. 

In general the limit STDV=2.5 was achieved before 50 iterations. The solutions obtained were 

stable, i.e. at the end of the iteration procedure the STDV values changed by less than 1 % 

(preset value) between subsequent iterations. A STDV-value of 2.5 means that the differences 

between measured and calculated count rates are chiefly less than 1 %, amount to 2% for 2 - 3 

spheres and may increase up to 5% for one or two spheres in bad cases. It must be born in 

mind that the statistical uncertainties reported are generally less than 1% (1.5% at maximum) 

but the total uncertainties are in general given 2-3 times larger. 

Considering the statistical compatibility of measured and calculated rates most of the resulting 

spectra were adequate solutions and the selection of the best result had to be based on 

additional information on the neutron field investigated, e.g. on the primary neutron source 

and the shielding material. The results obtained are discussed in sequence for the data sets 

measured by the various groups. 
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Unfolding of the data measured with the IAR-BSS crab. 5, Fig. 3) 

Using the start spectra as reported by the participant the SAND 2 unfolding resulted in spectra 

rather different from those submitted. This could simply be explained by the fact that the same 

input parameters were differently interpreted by the SAND 2 code and the modified 

SAND PET version used by IAR. The systematic differences between the IAR and the PTB 

(and GSF) results could, however, not be resolved in this simple way. 

Surprisingly, discrepancies of the ratios of measured to calculated count rates were also 

observed when the submitted spectra were used as the a priori information. It turned out that 

the input facility of the SAND 2 code (SPECTRUM TABULAR) was not fully reliable if the 

fine structure of the reported spectrum was transformed into the coarse common bin structure. 

In addition, the response matrix used by the IAR group differed from that one submitted, in 

particular in the thermal energy region. 

Despite these problems, the submitted spectrum was confirmed in shape including the dip 

between the thermal and the lIE distribution but not as pronounced as for the input spectrum. 

Although the thermal fluence decreased in most cases by 8 - 20%, the total fluence (-2%) and 

DE (-1 %) values were only slightly influenced except for the very soft spectrum encountered 

at pos. G in the reactor containment building for which the total fluence (- I 1%) and DE 

(-10%) values decreased very similarly. 

In the case that the three other guess spectra based on the PTB and KAI results were used the 

upper edge of the spectral fluence shifted to higher energies (additional tests with the GSF 

results which were submitted rather late were not performed because further improvements 

could not be expected). While the total fluence values slightly decreased by about 4% (-12% 

for pos. G only) the DE values considerably increased by 10 - 20% (CLAB and 

RINGHALS-G spectra) or even 33 - 40% for pos. L. A sufficient agreement of measured and 

calculated count rates was, however, not achieved and it was therefore. suspected that an 

inadequate response matrix caused the problem at high energies, in particular the 

discrepancies in shape with the high resolution KAI data. 
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Table 5: Integral fluence and DE rates (cm·' s·') and [nSv/s) resp.) obtained for all IAR BS 

data sets using different start spectra as indicated (for details see text). 

<: 0.4 aV 
OAeV·l0keV 
H}-lOO keY 
0.1,1. MeV 

> 1. MeV 

0.07·2 MeV 
lotal Huence 

H6o-PTB 

0.07-2 MeV 

< OA keY 

OAeV·l0keV 
10-100 keY 

0.1-1. MeV 

> 1. MeV 

0.07·2 MaV 
tow Huence 

H60 

<: 0 . .( keY 
O.<t-eV·l0keV 
10-100 keY 

0.'-1. MeV 
> 1. MeV 
0.07-2 MaV 

total fluence 

H60 

0.07-2 MaV 

<: 0.4 keY 
O . .(eV·l0keV 
10-100 keY 
0.1-1. MeY 

> 1. MaV 
0.07-2 MeV 

total nuence 
HSO-PTB 

0,07·2 MeV 

< 0.4 keY 
OAeV-1OkeV 

10-100 keY 
0.1-1. MaY 
> 1. MeV 
0.07·2 MeV 

total nuence 
H60-PTB 

< 0.4 keY 

O.4eV-1OkeV 

10-100 keY 
0.1-1. MaV 
> 1. MeV 
0.07·2 MeV 

total HUence 

H60-PTB 

approx.. 
(e!.w. 

(%J 

13-14 
64 

13--15 
7·9 
0.6 

15-17 
58-62 
9-13 
6-11 

0.4-'.3 

12·14 
58-00 
16-20 

9-15 
0.3-1.3 

12·13 
62-63 

'''-'17 
9-12 
< 0.3 

52·54 
4()-.(3 

4 
0.7-2.3 
< 0.2 

31·36 
«·54 
9-11 
3-10 
<0.2 
5-12 

fAR measurements 

Integral values and differences from the submitted and KAI spectra 1%1 
submitted corresponding to input spectrum 
spectrum LAR PTB KAI+SANOeld. KAI+PTB 

50.45 
188.80 

45.10 
22.77 

1.67 
30.51 

308.80 
10.89 

KAI 
42.83 

43.29 
150.85 
39.30 
22.07 

1.18 
28.96 

256.66 
9.61 

42.50 
143.25 
51.79 
28.36 

0.97 
37.34 

266.87 
11.53 

KAI 
51.63 

43.53 
166.93 
45.64 
23.30 

1.65 
29.72 

301.27 
10.80 

29.72 

39.86 
146.91 
39.27 
22.47 

1.17 
28.89 

251.48 
9.74 

36.21 
141.67 
52.35 
29.01 

0.96 
37.35 

260.19 
11.46 

37.35 

318.09 264.59 
14Q.4.40 1402.40 
314.60 320.82 

90.11 92.98 
0.66 0.59 

130.67 129.&4 
2127.89 2081.40 

-49.68 49.14 
KAI 

355.32 129.&4 

1667.80 1318.60 
1094.60 1119.80 

109.65 113.89 
20.44 21.27 

0.11 0.09 
31.91 31.48 

2892.57 2573.60 
40.29 36.32 

3363.50 2733.90 
4675.30 4650.20 

962.30 962.05 
319.02 314.72 

4.74 4.32 
f49.38 430.15 

9324.80 8665.20 
200.91 189.06 

ClAB-O 

-13.7% 45.99 
-1.0% 181.25 
1.6% 37.16 
2.3% 29.55 

·1.1% 1.66 
-2.6% 36.46 
-2.4% 295.60 
.a.S% 12.64 

-30.6% 36.46 

CLAB-E 
-7.9% 40.43 
-1.3% 1.(3.23 
-0.1% 32.20 
1.8% 29.17 

-C.8% 0.91 
-0.3% 35.02 
-2.0% 245.94 
-0.7% 11.76 

ClAB-P 
-14.8% 38.12 

-1.1% 148.84 
1.1% 42.01 
2.3% 24.93 

·1.3% 3.22 
0.0% 32.75 

-2.5% 257.12 
-0.6% 11.62 

Ringhals·L 
-16.8% 288.11 

-0.1% 1303.60 
2.0% 265.65 
3.2% 173.97 

-10.5% 0.69 
-0.8% 214.09 
-~ 2032.00 
-1.5% 70.30 

~.5% 214.09 

RinghaJs·G 

-8.8% 45.82 
-4.0% 183.63 

-17.6% 37.18 
29.8% 27.51 
-0.9% 1.87 
19.5% 34.57 
-4.3% 296.01 
18.0% 12.50 

·14.9% 

-6.6% 
·5.1% 

-18.1% 
322% 

-22.5% 
2O.B% 
.... 2% 

19.9% 

34.57. 

-10.3% 38.51 
3.9% 143.91 

-lB.9% 41.02 
-12.1% 30.36 

232,4% 1.87 
-12.3% 37.95 

..J.7% 255.66 
0.7% 12.71 

-36.610> 37.95 

-9.4% 296.66 
-7.2"'1:. 1289.90 

-15.6% 298.36 
93.1% 155.40 
•. 6% 1.34 

63.8% 201.59 
-4.5% 2041.70 
-40.9% 66.20 

-39.7% 201.59 

-20.9% 1358.80 -18.5% 
2.3% 1007.10 -8.0% 
3.9% 111.42 1.6% 
4.1% 58.86 187.9% 

-17.5% 0.33 
-1.3% 74.10 

-11.0% 2536.50 
-9.9% 46.53 

RinghaJs-F 
PTll(') 

:16.7% 2785.10 
-0.5% 4456.30 
-0.0% 753.88 
-1.3% 502.79 
-8.8% 14.61 
-4.3% 618.54 
-7. t% 8512.70 
·5.9% 251.02 

268.7% 
1322% 
-12.3% 
15.5% 

NPL 
-17.2% 3038.00 

-4.7% 3736.20 
-21.7% 792.56 
57.6% 669.53 

208.4% 0.20 
37.6% 1056.00 
-8.7% 6436.50 

24.9% 313.30 

-9.2% 45.81 
-2.7% 184.03 

-17.6% 36.68 
20.6% 27.56 

".B% 1.B7 
13.3% 34.53 
...(.1% 295.96 
14.8% 12.52 

-19.3% 34.53 

-9.4% 38.11 
0.5% 136.94 

-20.6% 47.63 
7.0% 32.24 

93.0% 1.26 
1.7% 40.90 

...(.2% 256.18 
10.2% 12.82 

~26.5% 40.90 

-6.7% 287.60 
-8.2% 1288.40 
-5.2'% 290.45 

72.5% 168.62 
103.2% 0.95 
54.3% 223.53 
-4.1% 2036.00 

32.7% 68.46 

-4-3.3% 223.53 

-9.7% 
-20.1% 
·17.6% 
172.6% 
-9S.B% 
135.4% 

-9.5% 
55.9% 

·9.2% 
-2.5% 

·1B.7% 
21.0% 
12.1% 
13.2% 
.... 2% 
15.0% 

-19.4% 

-10.3% 
-4.4% 
-8.0% 
13.7% 
30.3% 

9.5% 
.... 0% 
11.2% 

-20.8% 

·9.6% 
-8.3% 
·7.7% 

87.1% 
43.8% 
71.1% 
-4.3% 
37.3% 

-31.1% 
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CLAB CD, E, P) using different start spectra. For comparison the result submitted 

by IAR is shown in all figures. 
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Figure 3 : (continued) 
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Unfolding of the data measured with the PTB-BSS (Table 6, Figs. 4) 

Since at PTB the guess spectrum is iteratively improved in the course of the unfolding with a 

modified version of the SAND 2 code the submitted spectrum was directly used as input 

spectrum. Only small systematic shifts were observed: the fluence below 100 ke V neutron 

energy slightly increased, and decreased above such that the total fluence was almost 

unchanged. In consequence the total DE values decreased by about 3%. This improvement is 

even questionable because rather low STDV-values «1.5) were obtained. 

Using the IAR submitted spectra as an input the general shape remains, but the thermal 

distribution is reduced, the epithermal part increased and the upper edge generally shifted to 

higher energies. The total DE values are still 15-20% lower than the original PTB results. 

The spectra submitted by the GSF are generally confirmed in shape and systematic changes of 

the total fluence and DE values were not observed. The resulting STDV values are, however, 

larger than those for the other attempts. 

The high resolution KAI spectra show exactly the same slope as the PTB spectra for energies 

above 0.5 Me V but the fluence between 70 ke V and 500 ke V is significantly different. Using 

the KAI shape with the two different extrapolations to thermal neutron energies the resulting 

spectra give 2 - 10% lower DE values but the discrepancies in the 70 ke V to 2 Me V region 

remain, most obviously for pos. L. For this reason it was suspected that the KAI results suffer 

in normalisation problems, in particular for the measurements under severe conditions in the 

containment of the reactor. 
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Table 6: Integral fluence and DE rates ([cm-' S-I] and [nSv/sj resp.) obtained for all PTB BS 

data sets using different start spectra as indicated (for details see text). 

< 0.'1 eV 
0.<4eV·10keV 

10·100 keY 

0.1·1. MeV 

> 1. MeV 
0.07-2 MeV 

total rluence 

H60·PT8 

0.07·2 MeV 

< 0.'1 keY 
O.'leY-10keV 

10-100 keY 
C.1-1. MeV 

> 1. MeV 
0.07·2 MeY 

total Huence 

H60 

< 0.<4 keY 
0.<4eY-1OkeV 

10-100 keY 

0.1·1. MeV 

> 1. MeV 
0.07-2 MeY 

toW fluence 

H60 

0.07·2 MeY 

< 0.01 keY 

0.<4eV·l0keY 

10-100 keY 

0.1·1. MeV 
> 1. MeY 

0.07·2 MeV 
tal ftuence 

H50·PTB 

0.07'2 MeV 

< 0.<4 keY 
0.,(eV·l0keV 

10-100 keY 

0.1·1. McV 

> 1. MeV 
0.07·2 MeV 

(olal f1uence 

H60-PTB 

PTB measurements 

approx.. Integral values and differences from the submitted and KAI 6peWa [%J 
rel.w. submitted corresponding to inplltspectrum 

(%J 15pectnJm PTB JAR KAI+SANOext KAI+PTB 

13-104 

6< 

13-15 

7·9 
0.6 

15-17 

58.£2 

9-13 
8·11 

0 ... -1.3 

12-14 

58.£0 

16-20 

9-15 

0.3-1.3 

12·13 

62-63 

14·17 

9-12 
< 0.3 

52-54 

"0--43 

• 
0.7·2.3 

< 0.2 

401.59 

168.26 

36.82 

38.99 

'.37 
48.91 

313.00 

17.43 

KAI 
"2.83 

39.91 

152.81 

33.37 

36.12 

2.01 
43.60 

264.20 
14.69 

30.71 

134.85 

401."7 
50.12 

1.70 

59.n 

261.80 

18.28 

KAI 
51.63 

4".76 
189.58 

37.31 

38.37 

'.06 
48.08 

314.08 

17.02 

"8.08 

"0.07 
15-4.2-4 

33.93 

35.15 

1.87 

.2-59 

265.25 

14.234 

30.87 

136.27 

45.39 

48.74 

1.6< 

58.50 
26290 

17.73 

58.50 

239.12 2<41.13 

1270.20 127B.30 
273.16 27B.74 

252.04 2<41.33 

3.04 2.99 

300.71 290.97 
2038.00 2047.20 

94.31 90.80 

KAI 
355.32 290.97 

1367.10 1354.50 
1269.90 1280.40 

170.21 171.8B 

112.6-01 10B.51 
1.61 1.55 

139.55 135.'17 

2922.00 2916.BO 

66.24 &4.78 

ClAB-D 

0.4% .w.89 

0.7% 192.74 
1.3% 047.494 

-1.6% 31.14 

-7.1% 4.40 

-1.7% ·U.20 
0.3% 315.65 

-2.4% 14.66 

12-3% .,20 

CLAB-E 
0.4% 38.55 

0.9% 156.76 

1.7% 41.69 

-2.7% 28.47 

-7.1% 2.53 
-2.3% 36.85 

0.4% 267.96 

-3.1% 12.25 

ClAB-P 

0.5% 30.15 

1.1% 146.B2 

2.1% 48.26 
-2.6% 34.97 

-3.3% 4.64 
.2..1% 45.75 

0.4% 264.84 

-3.0% 15.26 

13.3% 45.75 

RinghaJs·l 

0.8% 2-48.24 

0.6% 1290.00 

2..0% 357.59 

-4.2% 180.20 
-1.8% 5.47 

-3.Z% 236.73 

0.5% 2081.50 
-3.7% 76.05 

-18.1% 236.73 

RinghaJs·G 

-0.9'% 1331.-40 

O.B% 1365.60 

1.0% 197.75 

-3.8% 58.61 
-4.0% 1.01 

·3.0% B2.62 
-0.2% 2954.60 
.2.2'% 51.33 

-8.31% .(8.73 

2.38% 186.97 

28.99% 38.53 

-20.13% 36.97 

0.58% 4.76 

-15.n% 46.84 
".17% 315.96 

·15.89% 17.02 

-3.61% 

-3.4% 

2.6% 

2-4.9% 
-21.2% 

25.7% 
-15.5% 

1.4% 
-16.6% 

46.84 

-1.8% 34.45 

6.9% 145.66 

8.5% "2.17 
-30.2'% 39.86 

173.1% 3.83 

-23.5% 50.23 

1.2% 265.97 
-16.4% 16.34 

3.8% 

1.6% 

30.9% 

·26.5% 
79.9% 

·21.3% 

50.23 

278.72 

1294.00 
316.72 

199.62 
4.03 

253.65 

2.1% 2093.30 

·19.4% 80.82 

-33.<4% 253.65 

-2.6% 

7.5% 

16.2% 
-47.9% 

·37.3% 
-W.8% 

1.1% 
-22.5% 

9.3% «.70 

-0.7% 193.33 
4.6% 36.12 

-5,2% 35.32 

6.9% 4.60 

-4.2% 4oI.n 
0.9% 314.27 

-2..4% 16.55 

9."% «.n 

12..2% 31.23 

6.0% 139.40 

-5.2% 47,"2 
-20.5% 42.25 

125.1% 3.23 

-16.0'*. 53.63 

1.6% 263.53 

·10.6'% 16.5-4 
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151.91 

25.56 
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2.60 

51.43 

262.11 

16.78 

1.7% 38.28 

3.4% 121.81 
6.6% 43.60 

-15.7% 60.03 

89.6% 1.04 

-10.3% 71.03 
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-9.5% 19.92 

3.9% 71.03 

0.7% 247.00 

0.7% 1306.40 

15.4% 216.68 

-12.6% 284.14 
19.1% 2.46 

-5.7% 344.06 
1.0'*. 2056.70 
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1410.40 
1240.80 

19B.l1 
115.70 

0.04 
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3.0% 
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0.7% 

3.7% 
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29.4% 
18.0% 

-0.8% 

14.3% 
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-1.5% 
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-38_6% 

IB.6% 

1= 
9.0% 
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2.8% 

-20.7'10 
12-1% 
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0.9% 

".7% 
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Unfolding of the data measured with the GSF-BSS (Table 7, Fig 5) 

Utilizing the submitted spectra as an input for the SAND 2 unfolding the shape of the spectra 

was generalIIy not changed, but rather high STDV values and the comparison of measured and 

calculated count rates (see also Table 8 and Fig. 6) clearly indicated that the data obtained 

with the 10" sphere were biased for the measurements at pos. E and L. 

These findings were confirmed when the PTB spectra were used. Low STDV values (2.7-3.3) 

after a few iterations only showed that the PTB shapes were accepted. The resulting spectra 

are softer than the submitted GSF results. The corresponding DE values became therefore 

lower than the submitted ones, except for pos. G. 

The application of the extrapolated KAI spectra did not result in any improvement concerning 

the shape. The STDV values remained rather high (> 4) except for pos. D. 

When used as input the IAR spectra were generally "hardened", the same experience as for the 

unfolding of the PTB data, but the total DE values are stilI much lower than the original GSF 

and PTB results. Thus, these attempts were also not satisfying. 



Table 7: 
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Integral fluence and DE rates ([cm-' sol] and [nSv/s] resp.) obtained for all GSF BS 

data sets using different start spectra as indicated (for details see text). 

< O.4e¥ 
O.<4eV-I0keV 
10·100 keY 
0.1-1. MeV 
> 1. MeV 
0.07,2 MeV 
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H60-Prn 

O.07·2MeV 
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> to MeV 
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H6D 

~prox 

~I.w. 

I"J 

12·17 

06-<l2 
12·16 
10-,. 

1.3-1.0 
13-17 

13-15 ..... 
10-17 
13-16 
1,0-1.8 
17·21 

< 0.-4 key 6-~ 1 
O.-4eV·I0keV 50-57 

. '0-100 keY 17-22 
0.1·1. MeV '4-2" 
> 1. MeV 0.4-1.4 
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0.Q1·2 !.teV 
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0.07·2 !.-ItV 
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0.1-'. MeV 
,. 1.MeV 

O.07·~MeV 

tot;.llwent!! 
H6i)·PTB 

0.07·2 MeV 

11-13 ., .... 
11·18 .. ,. 
<0.17 

0-" 

., ... , ...... 
6-6.5 , ... 

< 0.06 
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<0., 
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Sp«trum PTB W\ 1<Al+SA.NOut KAl+Prn 

33.« 
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36.62 
<41.00 
5.98 

52.27 
293.93 

16.30 
KAl 
<42.83 

34.51 
144.07 

24.79 
43.95 

3.87 
5300 

251.19 
17.79 

20.06 
123.36 

".20 
82.76 

1.14 
73.67 

249.52 
20.63 
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51.63 

218.15 
1236.80 
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287.17 

3.13 
347.14 
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355.32 
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0.02 
143.54 
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".26 
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=93 
2.86 
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1659.00 
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160.03 
100.22 

1.41 
125.24 
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r') 
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Figure 5 : (continued) 
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Table 8: 

STDV of input 
STOV of resuH 

STDV of Input 
STOV of resuH 

STDV of input 
STOV of resuH 

STOV of input 
STOV of resuH 

STDV of input 
STOV of resuH 
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Standard deviation STDV as defined in equ. 1 for GSF and PTB BS-data sets and 

neutron spectra obtained by unfolding with different start spectra. 

PTB submitted spectrum GSF submitted spectrum 
used for unfolding of used for unfolding of 

PTB data GSFdata PTB data GSF data 

CLAB·O 
1.11 4.26 11.47 0.87 
1.09 2.27 4.35(ba,Cd) 0.86 

CLAB·E 
1.32 12.24 6.89 9.35 
1.32 9.36 (ID') 4.04(ba) 8.95(10') 

CLAB·P 
1.33 4.25 16.99 1.75 
1.33 2.42 4.28(ba) 1.61 

Ainghals·L 
1.56 5.21 4.49 5.10 
1.46 5.21 (ID') 2.58(ba) 5.08 (10") 

Ainghals·G 
0.98 2.96 9.77 1.35 
0.77 2.70 2.39 1.32 

note: the most outstaying detector Is in brackets 
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GSc: E/C coun l r a le s for GSF submllled spectra 
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Figure 6: Deviation of measured (E) from calculated (C) BS count rates (in %) for different 

spheres with diameter R employed at positions E and D at CLAB. 
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Unfolding of the data measured with the NPL-BSS (Table 9. Fig. 7) 

The NPL data were analysed not taking into account the thermal neutron fluence which was 

later reported separately. Best agreement with the NPL submitted results was obtained when 

the GSF submitted and a PTB guess spectrum were used, while the extrapolated KAI 

spectrum resulted in a significantly lower DE value. The lowest STDV value was obtained 

with the smooth PTB guess spectrum. 

Table 9: Integral fluence and DE rates ([cm:2 s"] and [nSv/s] resp.) obtained for all NPL BS 

data sets using different start spectra as indicated (for details see text). 

0.4eV·l0keV 

approx. 
reLw. 
[%] 

72·75 

NPL measurements 

Integral values and differences trom the submitted and KAI spectra [%] 
submitted corresponding to Input spectrum 
spectrum PTB GSF KAI+SANDext. submh.val 

(") 
Ringhals·A 

8000.30 8329.90 4.1% 6361.10 4.5% 8212.4 2.7% 7999 .{I.O"Io 
10·100 keY 12·17 1696.10 1563.30 -7.8% 1342.10 -20.9% 1923.60 13.4% 1696 .{I.O"Io 
0.1·1. MeV 10·13 1377.00 1209.00 -12.2% 1380.90 0.3% 1079.20 -21.6% 1377 0.0"10 
> I. MeV <0.4 39.82 58.00 45.7% 91.45 129.7% 17.75 -55.4% 39.81 ..0.0% 
0.07·2 MeV 12·15 1686.90 1495.90 -11.3% 1718.90 1.9% 1389.20 -17.6% 

'total fluence 11113.00 11160.00 0.4% 11176.00 0.6% 11233.00 1.1% 11110 .{I.O"Io 
'H60·PTB 525.68 502.55 -4.4% 566.52 7.8% 428.61 -18.5% 

KAI 
0.07·2 MeV 2831.30 1495.90 -47.2% 1718.90 -39.3% 1389.20 -50.9% 

note:' means whhout thermal neutrons 
(") PTB spectrum suggested tor F point 
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Unfolding of BS data sets measured by the NPL group CA) using different start 

spectra. For comparison the result submitted by NPL is shown in all figures. 
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2.3 Selection of the Recommended Solution 

Originally the intention was to determine the recommended final spectra as the (weighted) 

average of the submitted data, although at maximum three full range spectra from BSSs and 

one high resolution spectrum from the PRS were available for the same position. After the 

thorough evaluation the IAR data sets had to be excluded from this analysis because the 

systematic deviations from the other results could not be solved during the time the evaluation 

was performed. Since the absolute scaling of the KAI high resolution data was also 

questionable, finally only two spectrometric data sets remained for each position (except for 

pos. F where only the GSF data remained acceptable). 

For five (of seven) positions GSF and PTB results were available. In the course of the 

additional unfolding of the PTB measurements all trials resulted in spectra compatible with 

the measured count rates at reasonable STDV values. These spectra formed the class of 

acceptable spectra. The GSF measured count rates did not considerably change the PTB 

spectral shape for pos. D,P and G at acceptable STDV values « 2.2, see Table 8). In contrary, 

the PTB measured rates were not as well compatible with the GSF submitted shape. In 

addition, rather high STDV -values (5-10) were obtained if the GSF data sets for pos. E and L 

were unfolded with the PTB submitted spectra, but the GSF results itself were as worse. The 

ratios of measured and calculated count rates shown in Fig. 6 for the GSF data set measured at 

pos. E, clearly indicate a problem with the 10" count rate which was then omitted from the 

analysis. The PTB submitted spectra were selected as the final recommended results for the 

pos. D,E,P,L and G because these spectra were statistically compatible with all PTB and GSF 

data accepted, but vice versa a similar result was not achieved with the GSF spectra. 

For pos. A and F another solution had to be found. Since the results submitted for pos. A and 

F showed large differences in shape and integral quantities, smooth spectra suggested in 

similarity to the other results were used for the additional unfolding (Fig. 8). In this way the 

differences of the GSF and NPL DE-values for pos. A could be reduced from 25% to 16% 

(Table 10). The additional unfolding of the GSF and NPL data sets with these smooth guess 

spectra were attained as the final result. 
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Figure 8: Additional unfolding of BS data sets measured at Ringhals positions A and F 

using different start spectra (sce also Table 10). 
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Table 10: Integral fluence and DE rates ([cm·' s·,] and [nSv/s] resp.) obtained by additional 

unfolding of BS data sets measured at positions F and A using different start 

spectra. 

FOnghals· F 

submitted Gubmrtted PTa suggest. PTB suggest 

IAR GSF IAfVGSF·l IAR GSF IAfVGSF·l 

< 0.4 keY 3363.50 2274.90 47.9% 2785.10 2318.60 20.1% 

0.4eV·l0keV 4Q75.30 4127.40 13.3% 4456.30 4745.30 -6.1% 

10-100 keV 962.30 848.35 13.4% 753.88 849.96 ·11.3% 

O.H.MeV 319.02 1199.70 -73.4% 502.79 664.55 -24.3% 

> 1. MeV 4.74 0.89 434.4% 14.61 31.02 -52.9% 

0.07·2 MeV 449.38 1418.50 -68.3% 618.54 621.00 -24.7% 

total fluence 9324.80 645120 10.3% 8512.70 8609.40 -1.1% 

H60·PTB 200.91 394.40 -49.1% 251.02 306.56 -16.1% 

STDVinput 10.19 1.72 17.52 5.06 

smvoutput 2.72 1.67 3.8 2.81 

Ringhals. A 

C .. ) C"J 
submitted submitted PTB suggest. Pl1l suggest. 

NPL GSF NPLJGSF·l NPL GSF NPLJGSF·l 

< 0.4 keV 5052.70 4974.70 

0.4eV·l0keV 8000.30 9316.60 -14.1% 8329.90 9674.10 -13.9% 

10-100 keV 1696.10 1423.40 19.2% 1563.30 1652.30 -5.4% 

O.H.MeV 13n.00 1516.80 -62% 1209.00 1270.50 -4.8% 

> 1. MeV 39.82 119.09 -68.6% 58.00 58.53 .Q.9% 

0.07·2 MeV 1686.90 1901.80 -11.3% 1495.90 1571.70 -4.8% 

total fluence· 11113.00 12375.89 -102% 11160.00 12655.43 ·11.8% 

H6().PTB 525.68 697.99 -24.7% 502.55 59926 ·16.1% 

STDVinput 1.91 5.25 2.46 8.48 

STDVoutput 1.90 5.21 2.38 5.18 

note:· means without thermal neutrons 

r-) PTB spectrum suggested for F point 
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Fig. 9 shows the recommended spectra to be used for any further evaluation of the dosimetric 

measurements. The corresponding group and integral data are listed in Table 11-14. The 

uncertainties of the spectra could not be evaluated. Advanced unfolding procedures as the 

STA Y'SL or BASACF code which include the propagation of uncertainties were not applied 

(except by the NPL group for pos.A measurements) and could also not be used for the 

additional unfolding because the uncertainties of the input data, in particular those of the 

response matrices, were not sufficiently specified, if at all. Therefore, the scatter of the results 

not rejected from the analysis for certain reasons may serve as the basis for a rough estimate 

of the accuracy achieved. The uncertainties of the total fluence and DE values may be about 

5% and < 20% respectively. 
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Figure 9: Evaluated spectral neutron fluence, normalized for unit fluence, for various 

positions at pressurized water reactors in Ringhals (A, F, G, L) and in the 

environment of a transport cask with spent fuel elements at CLAB in Oskarshamn 

(0, E, P). 
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Table 11: Fluence and DE rates, either absolute or as percentual fraction, of the evaluated 

neutron spectra (see Figure 9), 

group and total fluence rates [cm'] s"l 

Group limits in eV 

1.000E-03 4.000E-Ol 1.000E+04 1.000E+05 1.000E+06 
SPECTRUM 4.000E-01 1.000E+04 1.000E+05 1.000E+06 1.000E+08 TOTAL 

CLAB-D.REC 4.4526E+01 1. 8826E+02 3. 6818E+01 3.8986E+01 4.3722E+OO 3. 1296E+02 

CLA8-E.REC 3.9829E+01 1. 5281E+02 3.3371E+01 3.6123E+Ol 2.0054E+00 2.6414E+02 

CLAB-P.REC 3.0635E+01 1.3485E+02 4.4471E+01 5.0116E+01 1.6999E+00 2.6177E+02 

RING-A.REC 4.9746E+03 9.6741E+03 1. 6523E+03 1. 2704E+03 5.8514E+01 1.7630E+04 

RING-F.REC 2.3185E+03 4.7454E+03 8.4994E+02 6. 6453E+02 3.1016E+01 8.6094E+03 

RING-G.REC 1.3644E+03 i.2699E+03 1. 7021E+02 1.1284E+02 1. 6093E+00 2.9190E+03 

RING-L.REC 2.3839E+02 1. 2702E+03 2.7315E+02 2.5204E+02 3.0402E+00 2.0368E+03 

percentual values of group fluence rates 

Group limits in eV 

1.000E-03 4.000E-01 1.000E+04 1. 000E+05 1.000E+06 
SPECTRUM 4.000E-Ol 1.000E+04 1.000E+05 1.000E+06 1.000E+08 TOTAL 

CLAB-D.REC 14.23 % 60.15 % n.76 % 12.46 % 1.40 % 99.98 % 

1----
CLAB-E.REC 15.08 % 57.85 % 12.63 % 13.68 % .76 % 99.97 % 

CLAB-P.REC 11. 70 % 51. 51 % 16.99 % 19.14 % .65 % 99.97 % 

RING-A.REC 28.22 % 54.87 % 9.37 % 7.21 % .33 % 100.00 % 

RING-F.REC 26.93 % 55.12 % 9.87 % 7.72 % .36 % 100.00 % 

RING-G.REC 46.74 % 43.50 % 5.83 % 3.87 % .06 % 99.91 % 

RING-L.REC 11. 70 % 62.36 % 13.41 % 12.37 % .15 % 99.96 % 

I 

I 
11 , 
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Table II : (continued) 

group and total dose equivalent (DE) rates H21 [Sv/s) 

Group limits in eV 

1.000E-03 4.000E-01 1.000E+04 1. 000E+05 1. 000E+06 
SPECTRUM 4.000E-01 1.000E+04 1.000E+05 1.000E+06 1.000E+08 TOTAL 

CLAB-D.REC 5.0804E-10 2. 1571E-09 9.7651E-10 5.7851E-09 1. 5441E-09 1. 0971E-08 

CLAB-E.REC 4.5184E-10 1. 7470E-09 8.9635E-10 5.1422E-09 6.8881E-10 8.9262E-09 

CLAB-P.REC 3.4604E-10 1. 5191E-09 1.2313E-09 6.7925E-09 5.7858E-10 1. 0467E-08 

RING-A.REC 5. 5780E-08 1.1076E-07 4.2704E-08 1. 6997E-07 2.0151E-08 3.9937E-07 

RING-F.REC 2.6012E-08 5.4227E-08 2.2002E-08 8.9130E-08 1.0687E-08 2.0206F:-07 

RING-G.REC 1. 5221E-08 1. 4718E-08 4.3978E-09 1. 3526E-08 5.4173E-10 4.8404E-08 

RING-L.REC 2.6835E-09 1. 4446E-08 7.3480E-09 3.1357E-08 1.0151E-09 5.6850E-08 

percentual values of group DE rates H21 

Group limits in eV 

1.000E-03 4.000E-01 1.000E+04 1.000E+05 1. 000E+06 

SPECTRUM 4.000E-01 1.000E+04 1.000E+05 1. 000E+06 1.000E+08 TOTAL 

CLAB-D.REC 4.63 % 19.66 % 8.90 % 52.73 % 14.07 % 99.99 % 

CLAB-E.REC 5.06 % 19.57 .. 10.04 % 57.61 .. 7.72 % 99.99 .. 
CLAB-P.REC 3.31 .. 14.51 .. 11.76 .. 64.89 % 5.53 .. 99.99 % 

RING-A.REC 13.97 .. 27.73 % 10.69 % 42.56 % 5.05 % 100.00 % 

RING-F.REC 12.87 .. 26.84 .. 10.89 % 44.11 % 5.29 , 100.00 % 

RING-G.REC 31.44 % 30.41 % 9.09 % 27.94 .. 1.12 .. 99.95 .. 
RING-L.REC 4.72 % 25.41 .. 12.93 % 55.16 % 1. 79 .. 99.99 .. 
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Table 11: (continued) 

group and total DE rates H39 [Sv/sJ 

Group limits in eV 

1.000E-03 4.000E-01 1. 000E+04 1.000E+05 1.000E+06 
SPECTRUM 4.000E-Ol 1.000E+04 1.000E+05 1. 000E+06 1.000E+08 TOTAL 

CLAB-D.REC 4.1285E-IO 1. 6010E-09 1.0256E-09 7.1653E-09 1. 5207E-09 1. 1725E-08 

CLAB-E.REC 3.6575E-IO 1. 2960E-09 9.43~OE-IO 6.4464E-09 6.8274E-IO 9.7345E-09 

CLAB-P.REC 2.7922E-10 1.1203E-09 1.3029E-09 8.6013E-09 5.7485E-IO 1. 1878E-08 

RING-A.REC 4.4991E-08 B.IBBOE-OB 4.4635E-08 2.1439E-07 1. 9960E-OB 4.05B6E-07 

RING-F.REC 2.09B9E-OB 4.0029E-OB 2.3004E-OB 1.1240E-07 1.05B4E-OB 2.0701E-07 

RING-G.REC 1. 2219E-OB 1.0999E-08 4.5973E-09 1. 73B9E-08 5.3979E-IO 4.5744E-OB 

RING-L.REC 2.15B7E-09 1.059BE-OB 7.7398E-09 4.0339E-08 1. 013BE-09 6.1849E-OB 

percentual values of group DE rates H39 

Group limits in eV 

I 
11. 000E-03 4.000E-Ol 1.000E+04 1. 000E+05 1.000E+06 

SPECTRUM 1.000E+04 1.000E+05 1.000E+06 1.000E+OB TOTAL 4.000E-Ol 

CLAB-D.REC 3.52 .. 13.65 .. B.75 % 61.11 % 12.97 .. 100.00 % 

CLAB-E.REC 3.76 .. 13.31 .. 9.69 .. 66.22 % 7.01 % 100.00 .. 
CLAB-P.REC 2.35 .. 9.43 % 10.97 % 72.41 .. 4.B4 .. 100.00 .. 
RING-A.REC 11.09 .. 20.17 .. 11.00 .. 52.B2 .. 4.92 % 100.00 % 

RING-F.REC 10.14 t 19.34 % 11.11 .. 54.30 .. 5.11 % 100.00 .. 
RING-G.REC 26.71 .. 24.04 .. 10.05 .. 38.01 % 1.lB .. 99.97 .. 
RING-L.REC 3.49 .. 17.14 .. 12.51 .. 65.22 % 1.64 % 99.99 % 
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Table ll: (continued) 

group and total DE rates H60 [Sv/s 1 

Group limits in eV 

1.000E-03 4.000E-Ol 1.000E+04 1.000E+05 1. 000E+06 
SPECTRUM 4.000E-Ol 1.000E+04 1.000E+05 1.000E+06 1.000E+08 TOTAL 

CLAB-D.REC 6.4047E-IO 2.4665E-09 1.602BE-09 1.OB44E-OB 1. 9697E-09 1. 7524E-OB 

CLAB-E.REC 5.6753E-IO 1. 9954E-09 1. 4764E-09 9.B259E-09 B.9469E-IO 1. 4760E-OB 

CLAB-P.REC 4.3335E-IO 1. 7179E-09 2.0447E-09 1. 3210E-OB 7. 5600E-IO 1.B162E-OB 

RING-A.REC 6.9B71E-OB 1. 2619E-07 6.9574E-OB 3.2929E-07 2.6130E-OB 6.2105E-07 

RING-F.REC 3.2595E-OB 6.1665E-OB 3.5B63E-OB 1. 7259E-07 1. 3B53E-OB 3.1657E-07 

RING-G.REC 1. B977E-OB 1. 6990E-OB 7.1663E-09 2.7150E-OB 7.1299E-IO 7.0997E-OB 

RING-L.REC 3.3507E-09 1. 631BE-OB 1. 2115E-OB 6.276BE-08 1.3432E-09 9.5894E-08 

percentual values of group DE rates H60 

Group limits in ev 

I 11.000E-03 4.000E-01 1.000E+04 1.000E+05 1.000E+06 
SPECTRUM 1.000E+04 1.0.00E+05 1.000E+06 1.000E+OB TOTAL . 4.000E-01 

CLAB-D.REC 3.65 % 14.0B % 9.15 % 61. BB % 11.24 % 100.00 % 

CLAB-E.REC 3.B5 % 13.52 % 10.00 % 66.57 % 6.06 % 100.00 % 

CLAB-P.REC 2.39 % 9.46 % 11.26 % 72.73 % 4.16 % 100.00 % 

RING-A.REC 11.25 % 20.32 % 11. 20 % 53.02 % 4.21 % 100.00 % 

RING-F.REC 10.30 % 19.4B % 11. 33 % 54.52 % 4.311 % 100.00 % 

RING-G.REC 26.73 % 23.93 % 10.09 % 3B.24 % 1.00 % 99.97 % 

RING-L.REC 3.49 % 17.02 % 12.63 % 65.45 % 1. 40 % 99.99 % 
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3. Measurements with Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counters (TEPC) 

Six detector systems based on Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counters (TEPC) participated 

in the intercomparison. Of the six, five systems (AECL, KFA CEA-Gren., CEA-Font. and 

PTB-Handi) measure the distributions of pulse heights due to single energy deposition events 

in the counters sensitive volume. The sixths system (SS1) measures the current and its 

variance in the detector using an electrometer. Table 12 summarises some characteristics of 

the systems. 

Table 12: Physical characteristics of the TEPCs used in this comparison exercise. 

AECL KFA CEA-Gren .. CRA-Font. PTB-Handi SSI 
Containment 

Shape cylindrical cylindrical cylindrical cylindrical cylindrical thimble 
Diameter (mm) ISO 127 ISO 76 88.8 220 
Height (mm) 180 190 180 lOO 100 300 
Wall material aluminium polyethylene aluminium nickel stain!. steel aluminium 

Wall thickness (mm) 1.27 14 1.27 0.3 0.76 2 
Sensitive Volume 

Shape spherical cylindrical spherical cylindrical spherical spherical 
Diameter (mm) 12S.7 70 125.7 SO 59 184 

Height 70 SO 
Wall material A-ISO A-ISO A-ISO A-ISO A-ISO A-ISO 

Wall thickness~) 2.29 1 2.29 4 2.5 6.26 
Volume (cm) 1039.93 269.4 1039.93 98.17 107.54 3300 

TE-Gas based on propane methane propane propane propane methane 
Sim. Diameter (flm) 2 I 2 3 2 214.5 1 

1 2flm Counter B/4.Sllm Counter A 

Counter Operation and Calibration in Tenns of Lineal Energy 

The pulse height distributions measured by five of the systems are calibrated in terms of lineal 

energy, y, which is defined as the quotient of the energy imparted by a 'single charged particle 

and the average chord length of the sensitive counter volume [7]. The analysis of 

microdosimetric spectra measured with different systems reveals, whether the systems worked 

properly and had been calibrated correctly in terms of lineal energy, y. Figure 10 shows as a 

representative example the microdosimetric dose distributions. yd(y), versus the logarithm of 
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• PTB-Handi 

---<>- P-Edge 2 

• P-Edge I 
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--- CEA-Gren. 

--- CEA-Fon. 

--+-- P-Edge 2 

---<>- P-Edge 3 

100 1000 10000 

Figure 10: Dose frequency distribution, y d(y), versus the logaritlun of the lineal energy, y, as 

measured by various groups at position F in Ringhals. The proton edges are 

indicated for each system. 
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lineal energy, y, derived for reactor 2 in Ringhals at position F. The spectra of AECL, KFA 

and PTB-Handi (Figure lOa) are consistent with respect to the general shape. The part of the 

distribution below lineal energies of about 10 keV/!lm is due to electrons generated in 

interactions of photons with the counter wall (photon events). Events with lineal energies 

above 10 ke V/!lm are produced by protons and heavier charged particles released in neutron 

interactions (neutron events). 

The photon parts of the spectra measured by CEA-Gren. and CEA-Font. deviate in shape 

considerably from the other three detectors (Fig. lOb). For the CEA-Gren system, the edge of 

this part at about 10 keV/!lm is visible. In the case for the CEA-Font. system it seems to be 

shifted to lower values. The reasons for this deviation in spectrum shape cannot be resolved. 

Consequently, results of the two CEA systems were not included in the calculations of 

recommended values, which contain the photon parts. 

A good parameter to check the calibration of counters in terms of lineal energy is the position 

of the so called proton edge in the dose distribution [8]. It is due to protons, which deposit the 

maximum possible energy in the counters sensitive volume. The lineal energy of the proton 

edge depends on the simulated diameter and on the geometry of the detection volume. For 

spherical and right-cylindrical counters the proton edge should appear at 146 keV/!lm, 

136 keV/!lm or 126 keV/!lm for l!lm (KFA) , 2!lm (AECL, CEA-Gren., PTB-Handi) and 

3 !lm (CEA-Font.) simulated site size respectively. The positions were calculated using the 

range tables from ICRU 49 (ICRU 1993). The analysis of the spectra shows that the 

calibration of the participating systems in terms of lineal energy is consistent (Fig. 10). 

Data Evaluation 

The dosimetric quantities, absorbed dose, quality factor and dose equivalent are derived from 

an evaluation of the measured pulse height spectra. The separation of neutron dose and photon 

dose use the fact that these two contributions are separable in the distribution as can be seen in 

Figure 10 [I, 9, 10]. 
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Absorbed doses, D, are reported by most of the systems as doses to the tissue equivalent wall 

of the detector's sensitive volume, i.e. as tissue doses. SSI however reported tissue KERMA 

values free in air. 

Quality factors, Q, are derived by folding the qCLET) relationship given by ICRP1 with 

measured microdosimetric spectra [1] and dose equivalents are derived according to its 

definition 

H=Q·D. (2) 

In this excercise, values of ambient dose equivalent, H*(IO), were requested. Effectively, it is 

defined as the product 

H*(lO) = QD*(IO) (3) 

where D*(IO) denotes ambient absorbed dose measured in IQ mm depth in the ICRU sphere in 

an expanded and aligned field. In principle, TEPC readings may be corrected or calibrated in a 

known field to give D*(lO). However, the relation between D*(10) and dose to the counters 

tissue wall is quite energy dependend due to the differences in neutron transport in the ICRU 

sphere and a TEPC. Therefore, this correction is not applied. In the way the TEPC instruments 

work the determined quality factors are independent on whether the dose reading is scaled in 

terms of D*(lO) or not, since it depends only on the spectral distribution of dose in terms of 

lineal energy and its proper calibration (see above) and not on its absolute value. 

The difference between tissue KERMA free in air and D*(lO) in monoenergetic neutron fields 

may be up to 25% for energies above 500 keY and around 5% to 10% for energies around 

lOO keY [9]. 

The SSI system, which uses the variance technique, is calibrated in terms tissue kerma free in 

air in a standard photon field but the reading of H*(IQ) is adjusted by a factor of 1.4 obtained 

I In this evaluation, the q(LET) definition according to IeRP Report 21 [21 was used, since it is still in effect 
legally. Dose equivalent values using the new q(LET) relation according to IeRP Report 60 [4] are given in the 
first report on this comparison exercise [1]. 
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from a calibration in a DzO-moderated mCf-field. The quality factor IS derived from a 

measurement of the dose average lineal energy YD [1], and the relation 

(4) 

The value of the parameters a and b in this relation were determined fi'<?m measurements at 

PTB, in beams for which the value of the quality factor is known [11]. 

Absorbed Dose 

The total dose rates measured by AECL, KF A, PTB-[Handi] and SSI at the different locations 

are given in Table 13. The other two systems were omitted due to the inconsistency in the 

photon part of their distributions. AECL, PTB-Handi and SSI use comparable detectors with 

respect to wall thickness and simulated tissue diameter. Therefore, the measured dose values 

of AECL and PTB-Handi should agree within about 10%. This uncertainty is related to the 

internal a-source calibration method used by the systems [12]. Since SSI is calibrated in terms 

of tissue KERMA free in air, reported dose values could be expected to be close to those for 

the other systems. The detector of the KFA system applies a thicker wall, in order to shape the 

counter response [13]. The wall attenuates and moderates the incident neutron spectrum, 

especially at low and intermediate neutron energies. This could result in somewhat lower dose 

readings as compared to the other systems [14]. 

Table 13: Total dose rates measured at Ringhals reactors and CLAB with TEPCs (AECL, 

KF A, PTB-HAND1) and the variance system (SSI). 

Position AECLAbs. KFA PTB-HANOI SSI 
Olt {~Gy/hl Olt {~Gy/hl Oltr~Gylhl Olt {~Gy/hl 

Reac. 4, L 52.49 52.92 63.20 54.70 
Reac. 4, A 334.73 327.09 418.00 330.33 
Reac. 2, F 195.43 231.85 230.00 198,00 
Reac. 2, G 65.37 67.76 79.40 64.00 
CLAB,O 26.91 26.19 28.80 24.45 
CLAB,E 19.95 20.49 23.30 19.35 
'CLAB,P 23.23 22.22 25.90 22.40 
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It cannot be expected that the differences between the systems due to differences in calibration 

and detector design are pronounced since first, the measurements were performed in mixed 

neutron-gamma radiation fields and second, the neutron components had broad energy ranges. 

The dose is dominated by the photon contribution of the incident fields (see tables 4.5-4.11 in 

[15]) and the differences between the detector responses with respect to photons is negligible 

[16]. Therefore, it is concluded that the reported results on total dose should agree within an 

uncertainty of about 10%. 

Table 13 reveals a good agreement between the measured dose values of AECL, KFA and 

SS!. The PTB-Handi system, on average gives 17% higher values than AECL. This result is 

surprising since, as stated earlier, the calibration of the system is consistent with AECL, and 

no special weighting is performed in the evaluation of the spectrum. The dose equivalent 

readings of PTB-Handi are also consistently about 20% higher than those of e.g. AECL (see 

below). Even though this is a systematic deviation, no firm explanation can be given. The 

average values for absorbed dose rate, given in Table 18 as recommended results, therefore, 

include only data of AECL, KFA and SS!. Also given are the standard deviations of the mean, 

which are below 10% for all positions. 

Dose Equivalent and Quality Factor 

Comparing the dose equivalent values of the TEPC systems is more difficult, since several 

parameters can be adjusted. As stated above and described in [I], generally, for systems 

registering pulse height distributions, the q(LET) relationship is folded into the 

microdosimetric spectrum. Then the mean quality factor, Q, for the radiation can be 

determined, and the dose equivalent reading, H, is calculated simply by equation (2). Since 

lineal energy, y, is not LET, an assumption about the relation of the two quantities has to be 

assumed. The two relations generally used are: LET = Y (AECL, KFA, CEA-Gren. PTB

Handi) and LET = 8/9 Y (CEA-Font.) and the equation for Q becomes 

Q = f q(y) ·d(y)dy, (5) 
o 
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where d(y) denotes the microdosimetric dose distribution. 

Furthermore, the possibility of neutron gamma discrimination is used to correct the dose 

equivalent response of the systems with respect to ambient dose equivalent, H*(lO). This is 

advisable, since the ambient dose equivalent response of TEPCs measuring microdosimetric 

spectra becomes significantly lower than 1 for neutron energies below about 100 keY [17]. 

Therefore the total dose equivalent reading is calculated in the following. way: 

(6) 

where Hr and H~ are calculated according to 

Yr,11 <» 

Hr = D J q(y) ·d(y)dy, H> D fq(y) ·d(y)dy, (7) 
o 

(Yr.n denotes the threshold value for discriminating the neutron and photon part of the 

distribution) and K is a correction factor which is derived from a measurement in the radiation 

field of a calibration neutron source, e.g. a D20 moderated 252Cf source. The factor is 

determined in such a way that the total dose equivalent reading of the system in the calibration 

field is equal to the reference ambient dose equivalent, H*(lO), value for this source. The 

quality factors are then calculated according to 

(8) 

The value of K depends on the neutron/gamma discrimination, the detector design and the 

calibration field. With respect to the neutron/gamma discrimination a fitting method (AECL) 

and a threshold method (KFA, PTB-Handi, CEA-Gren., CEA-Font.) are used [9, 10]. With the 

threshold method, the discrimination value is a parameter that is deter~ined empirically. 

PTB-Handi uses 6 keV/llm, KFA and CEA-Font. 7 keV/llm and CEA-Gren. 10 keV/llm. The 

detector geometry in particular the wall thickness is important, since it moderates the incident 

neutron field and consequently the measured microdosimetric distribution [13, 9, 10]. The K 

factors used are 1.27 (AECL), 1.5 (KFA), 1.75 (CEA-Gren.) and 1.41 (PTB-Handi). 
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CEA-Font. didn't report the factor used. However, the system was calibrated m runs of 

ambient dose equivalent in an extemal neutron calibration field (Am-Be). 

Table 14: Deviations of dose fractions determined for a threshold of 10 keV/Jlm to those for 

a threshold of7 keV/flm, averaged for all measurements with the KFA-TEPC. 

Fraction dO [%) dH [%) dQ[%) 
Photon 3.8 8.0 
Neutron -26.4 -7.6 26.3 
Total 0.0 -1.5 -1.0 

The data ofKFA were used to study the influence of the threshold value y,.n on the dose, dose 

equivalent and quality factor fractions due to neutrons and photons. Two values for y,.n were 

used, namely 7 keV/flm (usually applied by KFA) and 10 keV/flm. Table 14 gives the average 

deviations (averaged over all positions measured in this intercomparison) of the dose, dose 

equivalent and quality factor fractions for a threshold of 10 keV/flm relative to a threshold of 

7 keV/flm. Whereas the gamma dose is only weakly affected by the threshold value (about 

4%) the neutron dose changes significantly (about -26%), since the main contribution to the 

dose comes from photons. The total dose equivalent readings are shifted by about 1.5% if 

10 keV/flm is used as threshold. The photon dose equivalent rate changes by 8% and the 

neutron dose equivalent rate by almost -8 %. The latter is lower by about 5% in the reactor 

fields and by about 9.7% in the fields at CLAB. The quality factor decreases slightly by about 

1.5%, however the neutron quality factor is higher by about 26%. 

The SSI system determines the average quality factor according to equation (4) and the dose 

equivalent according to equation (2). SSI cannot perform a separation of neutron dose and 

gamma dose from the current measurement. The gamma dose is measured separately with a 

GM counter and subtracted from the dose equivalent reading of the system to get the neutron 

dose fraction. 

Due to the weighting with the quality factor, the differences in neutron gamma discrimination 

and the factor K, the uncertainty in the dose equivalent readings are higher than for the dose 

readings. Even higher uncertainties have to be accepted, when only neutron dose equivalents 

are discussed. 
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Table 15: Total dose equivalent rates determined with TEPCs (AECL, KFA, PTB-HANDI) 

and the variance system (SSI). 

Position AECL KFA PTB-Handl SSI 
Hit [uSv/h] Hit [!lSvlh] Hit [!lSv/h] Hit [!lSv/h] 

Reac.4. L 185.64 167.69 229.00 155.00 
Reac. 4. A 1239.27 1242.53 1590.00 1014.50 
Reac. 2. F 659.31 827.57 822.00 593.00 
Reac. 2. G 141.82 169.33 162.00 136.00 
CLAB. D 63.50 55.57 72.20 54.15 
CLAB,E 46.87 43.11 61.50 43.00 
CLAB,P 55.00 46.34 72.40 51.40 

Table 15 lists the total dose equivalent rates reported by AECL, KFA, PTB-Handi and SS!. 

The CEA systems are not included due to the problems in the photon part of the distribution. 

The values for AECL, PTB-Handi and SSI should ideally agree, whereas KFA, due to its wall 

could deviate. PTB-Handi is consistently about 20% higher than AECL, as in the case of 

absorbed dose and no explanation can be given from the analysis of the data. SSI is 

consistently lower than AECL by on average 10%. The reason for this might be due to the 

different assessment of the quality factor. 

From the above discussion it is concluded that the differences between AECL, KFA and SSI 

are statistically not significant. Therefore, the recommended average values, given in Table 18 

include those three systems. 

Table 16 shows the gamma dose equivalent rate readings of AECL, KF A, PTB-Handi and the 

GM counter used separately by SS!. The data of the TEPC systems agree within about 10%, 

whereas the GM counter is significantly higher in the reactor fields. The reason for this is the 

presence of high energy gamma rays (up to 7 MeV) in the incident field. GM counters are 

known to over respond to photons of this energy. 

Table 17 lists the neutron dose equivalent rate readings of AECL, KF A, CEA-Gren., CEA

, Font and PTB-Handi. SSI was not included, since the determination of the photon component 

using the GM counter leads to an underestimation of the neutron dose equivalent for this 

system. The readings of AECL and CEA-Gren. are consistent within about 20%. PTB-Handi, 
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Table 16: Gamma dose equivalent rates measured with the TEPCs and a Geiger-Mueller 

couuter (SS1). 

Position AECL KFA PTB-Handi SSI 
Hglt[IlSvlh) Hglt [IlSv/h) Hglt [llSv/h) Hglt [llSv/h) 

Reac. 4, L 47.43 46.34 50.00 71.00 
Reac. 4, A 297.30 276.42 327.00 490.00 
Reac. 2, F 179.88 199.58 184.00 310.00 
Reac. 2, G 67.97 63.04 71.50 115.00 
CLAB, D 27.52 25.31 25.20 33.00 
CLAB,E 20.46 19.62 20.10 22.00 
CLAB,P 23.76 21.08 22.00 23.00 

Table 17: Neutron dose equivalent rates evaluated from various TEPC measurements. 

Position AECL KFA CEA-Gren. CEA-Font. PTB-Handi 
Hnlt [IlSvlh) Hnlt [IlSvlh) Hnlt [llSv/h) Hnlt [IlSvlh) Hnlt [IlSvlh) 

Reac. 4, L 138.21 121.35 165.00 179.00 
Reac. 4, A 941.97 966.10 786.60 521.04 1260.00 
Reac. 2, F 479.43 627.98 426.00 239.65 639.00 
Reac. 2, G 73.85 106.29 90.80 
CLAB, D 35.97 30.26 39.10 21.38 47.10 
CLAB,E 26.41 23.49 30.90 20.66 41.50 
CLAB,P 31.24 25.26 40.20 19.85 50.50 

Table 18: Recommended dose and dose equivalent rates evaluated from TEPC and valiance 

measurements performed at Ringhals and CLAB. 

Position Average Std.Dev Average Std. Dav. Average Std. Dev. 
Dlt[llGylh) % Hit IIJSvlhl % Hnlt [llSv/hl % 

Reac.4,L 53.37 2% 169.44 7% 141.52 13% 
Reac. 4, A 330.72 1% 1165.43 9% 898.22 9% 
Reac.2,F 208.43 8% 693.29 14% 511.14 17% 
Reac. 2, G 65.71 2% 149.05 10% 90.07 18% 
CLAB, D 25.85 4% 57.74 7% 35.11 10% 
CLAB,E 19.93 2% 44.33 4% 26.93 11% 
'CLAB,P 22.62 2% 50.92 7% 32.23 19% 

is consistently more than 30% higher than AECL, except at reactor 2, location G. CEA-Font. 

is generally more than 20% lower than AECL, except for reactor 2, location F. Both systems 

are therefore not included in the calculation of the average values given in Table 18. 

The dose equivalent responses (HTEPCIH*(IO» per fluence as a function of incident neutron 

energy of KF A and PTB-Handi were measured in well defined quasi monoenergetic neutron 
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fields during two EURADOS intercomparisons [9, 10, 14]. These responses were used to 

calculate from the spectral fluence information derived from the Bonner sphere measurements 

expected dose equivalent readings for these two TEPCs. The TEPC response functions 

included the factor K (see equation 6) to calibrate the dose equivalent reading in terms of 

ambient dose equivalent on the basis of a measurement in a D20 moderated 252Cf source. The 

result is shown in Figure 11. 

Figure 1 la compares the experimental response, HmpclHBs: reference Bonner Sphere values 

for ambient dose equivalent, H*(IO)) of PTB-Handi and AECL to the calculated response, 

HclHBS, for PTB-Handi. PTB-Handi and AECL use detectors which differ mainly in size 

(Table 12) and therefore, the response of these two detectors is expected to be very similar due 

to the same TE-diameter simulated. In fact, the experimental response of AECL agrees on 

average better with the calculation than does PTB-Handi, which in particular at CLAB seems 

to give higher results as would be expected. Figure lIb shows the same comparison for KFA. 

The agreement between calculation and experiment is rather well. 

This comparison indicates on the one hand that the TEPC (KFA, AECL) and Banner sphere 

measurements are consistent. On the other hand it SUppOIts the judgement that the dose 

equivalent values delivered by PTB-Handi are too high and, therefore, the decision to omit the 

PTB-Handi data for the calculation of the recommended average values of dose equivalent 

and in particular neutron dose equivalent in Table 18. 

The recommended values for neutron dose equivalent, given in Table 18 include AECL KFA 

and CEA-Gren. KFA could also be excluded, since the response of this system differs from 

that of the others due to the thicker wall (Figure 11). However, in the broad fields encountered 

in this intercomparison, this difference is not very significant. 

The standard deviation of the recommended average values are between 7% and 14% for the 

total dose equivalent rate and between 9% and 19% for the neutron dose elluivalent rate and 

the neutron quality factor. 
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Figure 11: Ratio of the measured neutron DE values to the reference values obtained from the 

recommended neutron spectra for the KFA (lower) and AECL and HANDI 

(upper) TEPCs. For comparison the responses calculated for these neutron spectra 

and the corresponding fluence response functions are shown (KFA and HANDI 

ca!.) 
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4. Personal Dosemeters Oil Phantoms 

4.1 Estimation of the Directional Characteristics of the Radiation Fields 

The angular proportions of the neutron and photon fiuence are estimated from the readings of 

personal dosemeters positioned on different sides of a slab phantom or on the surface of a 

spherical phantom. The assumption was made that the phantom shielded the dosemeter 

completely from radiation from the rear (this assumption is considered to be robust at the 5% 

level). 

There is some information indicating a shift to lower energies for neutrons incident on 

dosemeters not directly facing the reactor or used fuel. This information comes mainly from 

the differences in readings between different dose meter types as the tested dosemeters have 

different energy responses. The results in the following tables and figures are derived mainly 

from the angular distribution of neutrons with energies above 70 ke V although this can lead to 

a slight over estimation of the dose equivalent rates. It is assumed that the energy spectral 

distribution, established by means of the Bonner spheres and the proton recoil instruments, is 

the same for each direction component of the field. 

The simple approximation analysis proceeds as follows for neutron irradiation: 

1. It is assumed that the radiation field consists of a dominant direction (identified 

beforehand in the cases considered and designated by A-P direction) plus an isotropic 

component and/or a rotational component. 

2. The readings of the track dosemeters as tracks for the non-A-P directions were averaged 

with some judgement exercised (based on experience of measurements with the 

different types of track dosemeters) to obtain the tracks produced by the isotropic 

(and/or rotational component(s). Where there was not a domina\ing direction, the 

average value of the tracks for all direction was used. This average reading was 

converted to the isotropic (and/or rotational) component of fiuence using the fiuence 

response characteristics of the dosemeters for isotropic (and/or rotational) fields 

(obtained for on-phantom itTadiation). The A-P component was obtained by subtracting 
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the average "isotropic" tracks from the "A-P" tracks and then converting to A-P fluence 

using the normal incidence response characteristics. Thus the direction components of 

fluence were established (with some degree of approximation). 

The readings of TUalbedo dosemeters for the non A-P directions were averaged and 

converted to the isotropic component of the dosemeter readings. The A-P component 

was obtained by subtracting the average isotropic readings from the A-P reading. The 

TUalbedo readings from dosemeters placed on a phantom can be considered as relative 

measurements of the directional dose equivalent (or the fluence if the neutron spectra 

are direction independent). 

This is a relatively crude approach. There are difficulties associated with the large 

dependence on angle of the fluence response characteristics of some of the personal 

dosemeters. When the neutrons are incident normally on a phantom face the response of 

dosemeters is low but when the neutron direction is not normal to a phantom face 

several dosemeters will respond, this makes the estimation of the angular proportions 

uncertain .. 

3. The fluence directional characteristics of the radiation field may be converted into 

relevant radiological protection qnantities (see Table 19 for conversion coefficients). A 

comparison of the estimate of H*(lO) obtained by this approach with values obtained 

from the multisphere spectrometers and from the (corrected) readings of survey 

instruments is given in Table 26 (see section 5). 

Part of the reason for the adoption of this simple approach is that the availability of data on 

the relationships of quantities is limited on the main, to simple field geometries; there is 

limited data on the response characteristics of dosemeters and instruments; there are relatively 

large uncertainties in some of the measured data; the practical consideration that 

occupationally exposed persons move around in the radiation fields and .therefore they are 

exposed to average directional characteristics of the fields rather than to extreme directional 

characteristics. 
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A similar approach is applied to the estimation of the directional components of the photon 

fields. However the photon fields include photons with energies up to 7.6 MeV which implies 

that the phantoms were not thick enough to shield the dosemeters from irradiation through the 

phantoms. This means that the photon directional components are uncertain for the high 

energy part of the photon fields. 

The estimated angular proportions are presented in Table 19 for neutrons and in Table 20 for 

photons. The values of the angular proportions in position E were derived from measurement 

at position D at CLAB and an extra measurement at positions similar to positions D and E on 

another transport cask at Ringhals. 

The direction "A-P" stands for positioning the phantom or a person (simulated with a 

calculated anthropomorphoid phantom) with the anterior side facing the direction with the 

highest neutron dose equivalent. 

The estimated values of the angular proportions in 6 directions of the fluence or ambient dose 

equivalent are shown together with a calculation of the proportions from isotropic irradiation 

(ISO) and irradiation with direction from the reactor or the transport cask to the front of a 

person (A-P) respectively. The separation into two components is used in the estimation of the 

direction weighted dosimetric quantities below. 

4.2 Calculated Dosimetric Quantities 

The calculated dosimetric quantities for neutrons are presented in Table 21. 

The calculations are based on the measured neutron energy spectra which are presented in 

section 3 of part 1 and which are commented in section 2 of part 2. The ca.lculations are also 

based on conversion coefficients from neutron fluence at monoenergetic energies to: 
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Table 19: Measured angular proportions of the neutron fluence on the six major sides of the 

phantoms. The results are based on all available dosemeter readings. 

ANGAVG2 XLS 
Part 1. Separation in six directional components. I 1 

Position A F G L D E P 
Direction % % % % % % % 

AP (Front) 31 46 21 33 38 39 68 
PA (Back) 12 7 18 4 6 6 I 
Lat 1) 13 15 15 15 14 14 11 
Top 24 9 24 22 14 14 4 
Bottom 7 '8 7 11 14 131 6 
1) LAt is tbe average from readings On tbe rigbt and left side. 

T 1 1 1 
Part 2. Separation in two directional components. Calculated from part 1 above. 

Proportions in % 

Position A F G L D E P 
Direction 1% % % % % % % 

I 
AP 17 35 4 20 25 261 61 
ISO 83 65 96 80 75 741 39 

I 

Part 1. Separation in six directional components. ! 

Position A F G L ID lE P 
Direction % % % % 1% % % 

AP (Front) 19 23 16 26 20 221 33 
PA (Back) 15 \3 17 14 9 9 7 
Lat 1) 17 17 18 14 18 18 15 
Top 17 18 19 18 17 16 Notmeasu 
Bottom 15 12 12 14 18 171Not mcasu 
1) LAt is tbe average from readings on the right and left side. 1 

Part 2. Separation in two directional components. Calculated from part 1 above. I , 
Proportions in % I 

Position A F G L D !E IP 
Direction % % % % % 1% 1% 

I 1 1 1 
AP I 3 8 11 4! 61 20 
ISO -I 97 92 100 891 961 941 80 

J I 1 I , 

Table 20: Measured angular proportions of H*(l 0) for photons on the six major sides of the 

phantoms. The results are based on all available dosemeter readings. 



Table 21: Calculated fluence weighted conversion coefficients (pSv/cm\ 

Sources 

Am-Be Cf-252 Cf+D,o F L 
Quantity 

MaDE 374 338 91.6 23.3 27.8 

H'(ID) old Q(L) 381 342 93.2 23.8 30.3 

A-P 375 332 91.2 24.6 30.9 

H,(lO) old Q(L) ROT 215 161 4204 8.35 lOA 

ISO 196 144 3704 6.64 8.29 

H'(lD) ICRP 60, ICRU 49 Sip 391 384 105 30.0 38.1 

A·P 426 413 113 31.6 39.8 

H,(lO) ICRP 60 Q(L), ROT 246 200 52.3 10.7 13.5 

ICRU 49 Sip 
224 177 ISO 45.9 8.58 10.8 

A·P 273 195 51.1 9.17 10.9 
Ha 

ROT 177 112 2904 4043 5.06 

A-P 407 331 94;2' 23.8 29.2 

E ROT 278 207 58.7 13.5 16.4 

ISO 223 162 45.7 9.92 12,2 

Ringhals 

A G D 

22.5 1604 35.0 

22.8 1504 37.3 

23.5 16.0 38.2 

7.98 5.23 13.5 

6.34 4.08 10.9 

28.7 19.3 46.9 

30.2 2004 49.5 

10.2 6.63 17.5 

8.18 5.20 14.3 

8'.82 6.25 14.3 

4.29 3.19 6.74 

23:0 16.1 35.0 

13.0 9.20 19.7 

9.56 6.67 14.6 
_L...... 

CLAB 

E 

33.7 

36.7 

37.5 

13.0 

10.5 

46.3 

48.6 

16.9 

13.7 

13.5 

6.30 

34.0 

19.0 

14.1 

P 

39.9 

45.3 

45.8 

15.8 

12.7 

57.1 

59.6 

20.7 

16.7 

16.0 

7.25 

40.1 

22.3 

16.7 

0\ 

"" 
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1. MADE, the maximum dose equivalent in a 60 cm tall, 30 cm diameter, tissue equivalent 

cylinder, based on ICRP 21 convention. [2], 

2. H*(IO) with old Q(L), the ambient dose equivalent as calculated by Wagner et al. based 

on ICRU 39 [3], 

3. HE, the effective dose equivalent taken from ICRP 51. [18], 

4. Hp(lO) with old Q(L), the personal dose equivalent in an ICRU tissue slab as calculated 

by R. Hollnagel based on ICRU 39 and old Q(L). [19], [3] 

5. H*(IO) with new Q(L), the ambient dose equivalent as calculated by B.R.L. Siebert and 

H. Schumacher based on ICRP 60 with new Q(L) and new stopping power data from 

ICRU 49. [21], [4] and [22], 

6. E, the effective dose. [4], 

7. Hp(lO) with new Q(L), the personal dose equivalent in an ICRU tissue slab as calculated 

by R. Hollnagel. The calculations are based on ICRP 60 with new Q(L) and new stopping 

power data from ICRU 49. [19], [4] and [22]. 

The results of weighting the calculated dosimetric quantities with the measured angular 

proportions are presented in Table 22, while Table 23 shows the calculated dose equivalent 

rates for the different quantities and positions. 

Calculations for position A, based on a separation of the angular distribution into 6 directions 

and on the more isotropic angular proportions for low energy neutrons, show that Hp(lO) with 

old Q(L) will decrease by 8% and HE will decrease by 23% as compared with the values 

presented in Tables 22 and 21 respectively. 

For the energy and angle distributions determined for position A, calculations show that both 

Hp(lO) and HE will decrease when a person turns 90°/270° (lateral) or 180° (P-A) from the A

P-direction. For the lateral and P-A irradiations Hp(lO) will be higher than HE. 

The measurements in the different positions show that the fields to a large degree are isotropic 

with only up to 20 percent from the AP direction. 
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Table 22: Conversion coefficients for positions A, F, G, L at Ringhals and D, E, P at CLAB. 

Dosimetric quantities 

Position MaDE H*(lO) H*(IO) Effective dose Effective dose Hp(lO)slab Hp(lO)slab 

and OldQ(L) ICRP 60 + equivalent ICRP 60 + old Q(L) ICRP 60 + . 

direction ICRU 49 ICRP 51 ICRU 49 ICRU 49 

pSv/cm2 pSv/cm2 pSv/cm2 pSv/cm2 pSv/cm2 IpSv/cm2 pSv/cm2 

A AP 22,5 22,8 28,7 5,06 11,84 9,26 11,92 

F AP 23,3 23,8 30 6,09 14,78 12,93 16,64 

G AP 16,4 15,4 19,3 3,31 7,05 4,56 5,81 

L AP 27,8 30,3 38,1 6,23 115,60 12,81 16,60 

D AP 35 37,3 46,9 8,63 19,70 17,73 23,10 

E AP 33,7 36,7 46,3 8,17 19,27 17,52 22.77 

P AP 39,9 45,3 57,1 12,59 30,97 32,89 42,87 

Table 23: Neutron dose equivalent rates for positions A, F, G, L at Ringhals and D, E, P at 

CLAB, based on measured neutron fluence and calculated conversion coefficients 

as presented in Table 22. 

microsievert per hour 

Position MaDEtt H*(10)1t H*(10)/t Effective dose Effective Hp(10)slab/t Hp(10)slab/t 

and Old Q(L) ICRP 60+ equivalent rate dose rate Old Q(L) ICRP 60 + 

direction ICRU 49 ICRP 51 ICRP 60 + ICRU49 

ICRU 49 

A AP 1427 1446 1820 321 751 587 756 

F AP 722 738 930 189 458 401 516 

GAP 173 162 203 35 74 48 161 

.1 I 
LAP 204 222 280 46 114 94 122 

I 1 , 
D AP 39 42 53 10 22 20 26 

I 1 I 
E AP 32 135 44 8 18 17 22 

1 1 
PAP 38 \43 !54 12 29 \31 140 

I I 1 I I , 
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The major part of the dose equivalents are from photons with energies between 60 ke V and 

7.6 MeV. 

The calculations of dosimetric quantities are based on conversion coefficients from photon 

fluence at monoenergetic energies to: 

1. H*(10) from ICRU 47. [20], 

2. HE from ICRP 51. [18], 

3. Hp(10) from ICRU 47. [20], 

4. H'(10) from ICRP 51. [18]. 

In the energy range between 60 keY and 7.6 MeV the ratio between the dose equivalent H'(10) 

for isotropic irradiation (ISO) and parallel A-P directed irradiation increases from 0.49 to 

0.89, with a ratio of 0.69 at 511 keY which is one of the dominating energies. Hp(lO) can be 

approximated by H'(10) for photon fields, when phantoms other than the ICRU sphere is used 

additional conversion factors should be applied which include differences mainly in back 

scatter between the phantom in use and the ICRU sphere [20]. 

In this energy range the ratio between the effective dose equivalent HE for ISO and A-P varies 

between 0.49 at 60 ke V and 0.85 at 7.6 Me V with a ratio of 0.65 at 511 ke V which is one of 

the dominating energies. 

For isotropic irradiation H'( 10) overestimates HE with a factor 1.32, 1.20 and 1.07 at the 

energies 60 ke V, 511 ke V and 7.6 Me V respectively. For A-P irradiation the overestimation is 

similar. 

The energy spectra at the different positions are not well known and therefore a detailed 

calculation can not be performed. 

One can however conclude that HE from photon irradiation in the measurement positions A to 

P will be overestimated when the dose equivalent is measured with a dosemeter with good 

energy and directional response in terms of Hp(10). 
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4.3 Comparison of Dosemeter Readings with Calculated Quantities 

The ratio between the measured dose equivalents and the calculated Hp(lO) with old Q(L) are 

presented in Table 24 and in figure 12 for dosemeters on the front face of the phantom. The 

calculated ratios Hp,/Hp(lO) is also presented in figure 12 for comparison. 

The results from the test of the different dosemeters are presented below: 

The PTB track dosemeter showed little deviation from the calculated Hp(lO) values at the 4 

positions where measurements were performed (90% to 120%). 

The PTB albedo dosemeter read 29 to 45% high compared with the calculated Hp(lO) values 

at 3 of the 4 positions where measurements were performed, in position D the albedo 

dosemeter read twice the calculated Hp(10) value. 

The NRPB PADC-track dosemeter read 8 to 38% low compared with the calculated Hp(lO) 

values at the 3 positions where measurements were performed. The readings were still higher 

than the calculated HE values. 

The readings of the ENEA track and TL-dosemeters were added together. The ENEA 

dosemeters showed little deviation from the calculated Hp( 1 0) values at the position A and P 

(99 - 129 %) but overresponded at positions D and L (300 - 325 %). 

The AECL track dosemeter showed little deviation from the calculated Hp( 1 0) values at the 3 

positions where measurements were performed (lOO - 129 %). 

The Neutrometer dosemeter (Apfel bubble detector) overresponded at positi?n L (245 %). 

The ovcrestimations with the Ringhals dosemeters is mainly due to that the responses are 

related to rcmcounter readings in real fields inside the containments, similar to positions A, F 
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Table 24: Ratio of measurements of Hp(IO) (for slab and sphere) and calculated effective 

dose equivalent/effective dose to calculated ~(I0)"'b' 

DirEction AP rafares to the reading on tha side of the phantom with the highest neutron dose equivalent. 
r-" 
, 
I Dosemeter reading or calculated dose equivlIolents as proportions of Hp(10) old Q(ll 

PTB PTB NRPB AECL Ringhals Ringhals ENEA Apf.1 Effective Effective 

Track Albedo Track Track TLD Albedo 

Position 

Direction 

GAP 3,34 

LAP 0,62 1,17 1,49 1,70 

AAP 0,90 1,45 0,66 1,29 2,28 2,33 

F AP 1,02 1,35 0,92 1,00 1,60 1,75 

OAP 1,10 2,00 

PAP 1,20 1,29 

3,50 

3,00 

2,50 

0 2,00 . ., 
'" 0: 1,50 

1,00 

0,50 r---'x "" x 

0,00 I 

:---x---___ x 

GAP LAP AAP F AP OAP PAP 

Position and direction 

Track Bubble dose dose 

+TLD detector equivalent 

0,73 

3,25 2,45 0,49 

0,99 0,55 

0,47 

3,00 0,49 

1,29 0,38 

• Ringhals Albedo 

-=- Ringhals TLD 

---+-- EN EA track + TLD 

----<>- Neutrometer 

• PTB Albedo 

- PTBtrack 

• AECL track 

-<>-- NRPB track 

-x-- Effective dose 
equivalent 

Figure 12: Ratio of dosemeter readings and calculated effective dose equivalent to Hp( 1 O)'''b" 

1,55 

1,22 

1,28 

1,14 

1,11 

0,94 
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and G, hence the dosemeter readings are closer to H*(lO) than to Hp(lO). The TL-dosemeters 

read 149 - 334 % of the calculated ~(l0) values while the albedo dosemeters read 

170 - 233% of the calculated Hp(IO) values. The highest deviation is shown in position G 

where the field is almost isotropic, at this position H*(lO) is 3.31 times higher than ~(10). 

The ratios between the Ringhals dosemeter readings and H*(lO) are 0.93 for TLD and 0.95 

for albedo at position A, 0.87 for TLD and 0.95 for albedo at position F, 0.99 for TLD at 

position G, 0.63 for TLD and 0.72 for albedo at position L. 

If the neutron field is separated into 3 components (A-P, ISO and ROT(front only» instead of 

2 components (AP and ISO) for position L there is a better correspondence between the 

readings for the NRPB P ADC-track dosemeter and the measured fluence rate. The estimation 

of the fluence rate from NRPB dosemeter measurement increases from 1.5 * 103 n * cm,2 * s" 

to 1.8 * 1 03 n * cm,2 * s" when a change is made from 2 to 3 components, while the estimation 

from Bonner sphere measurements was 2.0* 103 n * cm,2 * s". 

Table 25 shows the separation into 2 and 3 components and the corresponding calculations of 

total fluence. 

Additional improvements in cOITespondence between calibrations and measurements in real 

fields can probably be achieved if calculations and measurements were to be based on 

separation of the neutron spectra into 6 or more directional components and if the shift to 

lower neutron energies for non A-P directions, as compared to A-P direction, can be 

measured. 

By convention the conversion coefficients for neutron irradiations are based on the incident 

neutron energy and hence n; y induced photons should not be included in the photon part of 

the dose equivalent. Especially in low energy neutron fields n;g reactions in a human body or 

in a phantom will increase the photon component where the dosimeter is placed, this can lead 

to erroneous evaluations of the photon induced dose equivalent. In a separate test 

TL-dosemeters on different phantoms were irradiated with neutrons from a 2S2Cf source (see 

section 5 in part 1). The test showed that the reading (in terms of ~(1O) ) of the photon 

sensitive dosemeter-pellets (TLD-700) were 17% higher (1.3% of the estimated dose 
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Table 25: NRPB results at position L. 

Irradiation time in position L was 43740 s. Calibrations were performed in different directions 

and with different neutron energies, see the text in section 5.2 of part 1. From these 

calibrations and the table above the field quantities F and H*(lO) can be estimated. 

Part 1. Separation into 3 components 

Face of phantom mSv tracks tracks 

ISO ROT AP 

(forward direction) 

Front 700 90 10 60 20 

Back 65 10 10 - -
Right 200 25 10 30 -
Left 360 45 10 30 -
Top 490 60 10 30 -
Bottom 220 30 10 30 -

Field quantities 

ISO ROT(2n) AP 

F 1.5 * 107 5.8 * 107 4.8 * 10· 

H*(lO) 450mSv 1750mSv 150mSv 

Part 2. Separation into 2 components 

Face of phantom mSv tracks tracks 

ISO ROT AP 

Front 700 90 35 - 55 

Back 65 10 35 - -
Right 200 25 35 - -
Left 360 45 35 - -
Top 490 60 35 - -
Bottom 220 30 35 - -

Field quantities 

ISO ROT AP 

F 5.3 * 107 1.3 * 107 

H*(lO) 1605 mSv 400 mSv 
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equivalent from neutrons) when the dosemeters were on a pure paraffin phantom as compared 

to on a boron-paraffin phantom. This difference in reading gives an approximate value for the 

contribution to the dose equivalent from photons originating from neutron interactions in the 

phantom. 

The response of photon measuring instruments and dosimeters to neutrons were estimated by 

several researchers. Alberts and colleagues have tested the response to slow neutrons. They 

measured excess readings of several different dosimeters and a GM-counter due to thermal 

neutrons. The slow neutron response ranged from 6% for the GM-counter free in air to 130% 

for a film badge dosimeter on a phantom, this value contains a contribution from photons 

generated by neutron interactions in the phantom, the slow neutron response was calculated as 

the measured 6OCO dose equivalent value to the thermal neutron dose equivalent value. [23]. 

A high purity Ge detector was used in positions A and L to give information of the photon 

energy fluences. The detector was used without a collimator. The measurements showed that a 

substantial part of the energy fluence was due to photons with energies between 2.2 Me V and 

7.6 MeV, from n;y reactions with hydrogen atoms and iron atoms respectively. There was 

also a substantial amount of low energy photons at least down to 60 ke V due to multiple 

scattering. The presence of low and high energy photons means that the readings of different 

dosemeters will depend much more on the atomic number of the dosemeter material and the 

material sUlTounding the dosimeter than when the energy fluence is dominated by 500 keY to 

2 Me V photons. Additionally the presence of high energy photons can produce photo-nuclear 

reactions which can influence both photon sensitive and neutron sensitive detectors. A more 

precise evaluation of the photon energy fluences or photo-nuclear reactions will not be 

included in this report. 

The ratio between the measured dose equivalents (normally expressed as Hp(lO) )and the 

estimated H.(10) values are presented in table 4.3.2.1 for dosemeters on the front face of the 

phantom. Only values at positions A, F and L are presented as there are only very few results 

in the other positions. The dosemeter readings are as a first attempt compared with the reading 

of the Siemens electronic personal dosemeter (EPD) in position A and L, which is considered 

to closely measure H.(10), however the EPD overresponds by 30% to 4.4 to 7 MeV photons. 

The reading of the Ringhals LiF-based dosemeter is 23% higher than the reading of the EPD 
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in those 2 positions and it is considered to be reading 23% high also in position F. According 

to the first comment above the reading of the EPD should be up to 20% too high due to n;g 

reactions in the phantom. The readings of the EPD should also be a few percent too high due 

to the overresponse to 4.4 to 7 MeV photons. 

The results from the test of the different dosemeters are presented below: 

The Siemens EPD was considered to read H.(l0) correctly at the two measured positions A 

and L. ( But in this case H.(l0) includes neutron induced photons in addition to direct and 

back scattered photons). 

The PTB albedo dosemeter read 1% high compared with the estimated H.(l0) value at 

position A and 12% low at position F. 

The Ringhals LiF dosemeters overestimated H.(l0) with 5 to 24% at the positions A, F and L. 

The readings of the LiF pellets in the albedo holder was on the average 8% lower than the 

readings of the LiF pellets in the plastic holder. 

The ENEA TL-dosemeter underestimated H.oO) with 18% at position A and with 4% at 

position L. 

The Rados RAD 80 overestimated H.(l0) with 65% at position A. 35% of the overestimation 

is due to the use of a "large phantom correction factor" as the dosemeters were placed on the 

combined PMMA-slab + boron-paraffIn-slab. More measurements need to be done to get a 

more exact value ofthe overresponse of the RAD80 dosemeter. 
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5. Comparison of all Dosimetric Data 

In the previous sections the results obtained with different categories of instruments have been 

dealt with in detail and a best estimate of the result has been calculated for each category in 

tenus ofH*(10). The mean values are presented in Table 26. For reasons discussed above DE 

reference values H*(BS) were obtained from the Bonner spheres spectra (basically the result 

obtained by the PTB group). However, the differences between the results from the various 

Bonner spheres systems have not been considered significant. For the personal dosemeters the 

directional dependence of the dosemeter needs to be known to derive the ambient dose 

equivalent result from the personal dose equivalent result. For that reason the mean values 

H*(pDM) in Table 26 are calculated from the NRPB and the PTB dosemeter results only. The 

remmeter results shown H*(remc) were obtained with a Leake-type instrument used by the 

PTB group. The main argument for choosing this instrument result was the good agreement 

between estimated results (as calculated from the fluence measurements) and the reported 

results of the instrument (see Table 28). The table also gives the values for the effective dose 

equivalent rate HE as well as the personal dose equivalent rate Hp.sl'b calculated ft'om the 

reference results. The results relative to the reference results are shown in Fig. 13. It shows 

Table 26: Reference and mean values for the neutron component of the operational dose 

eqivalent quantities H*(IO) and H..S"b(\ 0) as obtained with different instruments. 

Calculated values of the effective dose equivalent rate (HE) and the personaL dose 

equivalent rate (Hp.sl,b) are also shown. For details, see the text. 

L A F G D E P 
I-lSv/h I-lSv/h I-lSv/h I-lSv/h I-lSv/h I-lSv/h I-lSv/h 

H*(BS) 223 1461 745 165 42 35 43 

H*(TEPC) 142 898 511 90 35 27 32 

H*(remc) 332 1146 248 52 44 52 

H*(SDD) 220 38 38 40 

H*(PDM) 160 1525 705 45 45 

H:v 237 829 169 44 36 42 

H..S"b(P ADC). 84 559 400 22 37 

Hp.s"b(10) 94 600 402 50 20 17 31 

HE 47 321 194 36 10 8 12 
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Figure 13: The neutron ambient dose equivalent rate as measured by different instrument 

categories normalised to the reference ambient dose equivalent rate detelmined 

with BS technique. Remmeter result is indicated with diamonds, TEPC result is 

indicated with squares, SDD result is indicated with filled circles and the average 

of the TEPC and remmeter result is indicated with triangles. Also shown is the 

ratio of the effective dose equivalent rate normalised to the reference results, 

squares with crosses. The ambient dose equivalent rate derived from the mean 

results of the P ADC personal dosemeters is indicated by diamonds with crosses. 

that the TEPC instruments read typically 0.7 of the reference ambient dose equivalent, while 

the remcounter overresponds by a factor of about lA. The average results of the two 

instruments are also shown in the table and in the figure and are, indeed, not significantly 

different ft'om the reference results. This shows that the calibration fields used for the TEPC 

instruments as well as for this particular remmeter are not best choices. The H*(lO) calculated 

from the mean personal dose equivalent as measured by P ADC detectors, show quite a good 

agreement with the reference values. The difference is not significant. Also the area monitor 

based on a super heated drop detector (SDD) shows a very good agreement with the reference 

result. 

To come to a conclusion about the best estimate of the ambient dose equivalent rate as well 

as its uncertainty at the various locations, the dose equivalent rate to be expected from TEPC 

detectors as well as from remmeters, were calculated from the reference results of the neutron 
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fluence measurements. Such calculations were possible for those detectors, which had a 

known energy response. The calculation demonstrate the influence of the neutron energy 

response of the detectors on the readings. It is important, that the measured results to which 

the calculated results are being compared, have first been critically examined. Otherwise 

conclusions will be hard to make. 

For the TEPC instruments this discussion was described in section 4. Part of the results are 

also presented in Table 27. The calculations predict that the TEPC instruments used by AECL 

and KFA will measure 0.69 and 0.75 of the BS-results at Ringhals, and 0.85 and 0.76 at 

CLAB, respectively. These are 10% to 15% larger values than actually measured by the TEPC 

instruments. The prediction of the TEPC results within 15% starting with the BS fluence 

measurements implies that the BS dose equivalent rate is the better estimate of the hue dose 

equivalent rate. Obviously the main differences in results between the two categoties of 

instruments (TEPC and BS) are due to the energy response ofthe TEPC detectors. 

Table 27: Comparison of measured and calculated neutron ambient dose equivalent rate 

values, H*(TEPC), normalised to the corresponding reference BS values, H*(BS). 

Mean values for Ringhals (RH) and CLAB are shown separately for the AECL 

and the KF A detectors. 

H*(TEPC) AECLatRH AECLat CLAB KFAatRH KFAat CLAB 

H*(BS) 

Experimental 0.59 ± 0.09 0.78 ±0.06 0.67 ± 0.13 0.69 ± 0.03 
results 

Calculated results 0.69 ± 0.08 0.85 ± 0.02 0.75±0.04 0.76±0.05 

Similar results for the remmeters are given in Table 28. The mean value for all locations are 

shown. The uncertainty corresponds to one relative standard deviation. The much larger 

uncertainty for the Ringhals-CLAB instrument reflects the fact, that this in~trument was used 

in routine measurements by the staff at the power plants and were not reported as scientific 

results. For all three instruments of the Anderson & Braun type the disagreement with the 
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Table 28: The mean remmeter measured and calculated results, H*(remc), normalised to the 

mean reference BS results, H*(BS ). The table gives the average ratio for all 

positions. Results are presented for the Anderson & Braun type of instruments (for 

instance the NM2 and Studsvik instruments) and the Leake instrument. The 

calculated results include adjustments for the different calibration sources used. 

H*(remc) Anderson & Anderson& Studsvik Leake 
H*(BS) Braun Braun 

(IAR) (GSF) (Ringhals - CLAB) (PTB) 

Experimental result 0.94 1.35 1.00 1.38 
± 11% ±8% ±23% ± 11% 

Calculated result 1.14 1.60 1.59 1.48 
±4% ±4% ±5% ±1O% 

Calibr. source Mod. Mod. 
252Cf 241AmBe 241AmBe 2"Cf 

calculated results is larger than for the Leake-type instrument. For the former the difference is 

15% to 20% , if the Ringhals-CLAB instrument is disregarded. For the Leake instrument the 

difference is 7%, which is hardly significant (the calculations lead to 7% larger values). For 

the Leake instrument the large difference between BS-results and the initial remrneter reults is 

thus explained by its energy response. Again the BS reference results give the better estimate 

of the ambient dose equivalent rate than the remrneter. For the second type of remrneter the 

results are less conclusive. 

A third independent area monitor used was the one based on a super heated drop detector 

(SDD). This particular instrument had been calibrated in monoenergetic neutron fields at 

PTB. At the four locations where a comparison between results obtained by the SDD detector 

and the BS is possible the mean ratio of the two instrument results become 0.98 ± 8%, 

Table 26. This non-significant difference between two completely independent techniques is a 

remarkable result. 

In summaty, there is good evidence, that the selected reference results are good estimates of 

the true ambient dose equivalent rate. The uncertainty is estimated to be ± 15% (1 relative 

standard deviation) as judged from the discussion above. 
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In Table 29 to Table 35 all the individual results accepted for calculation of mean values are 

presented for each location. In Table 29 to 35 similar results for the personal dosemeters are 

shown. The results are nonnalised to the readings per H.,(10) for nonnal incidence of neutrons 

from a bare 2S2Cf source. When more than one result in a particular instrument category is 

avaliable a mean value (also for the BS) and a relative standard deviation have been calculated 

and is printed in fat. The remcounter results reported by the staff at Ringhals and CLAB have 

not been used for the calculations of the mean values, as they were usually the result of quick 

less precise measurements, however, sometimes repeated several times during the course of 

the exercise. The results are nevertheless of interest as it shows that the results of those field 

measurements, are in good agreement with results from comparable instruments used by other 

participants, see also Table 28. The relative standard deviation averaged for all positions 

becomes 12%, 19%, 21% and 27% for the BS, the remmeters, the TEPC and the PADC 

detectors (not including the ENEA dosemeter results). The best precision was obtained with 

the Bonner spheres. There is not any significant difference in precision between remmeters 

and TEPC instruments. The precision obtained with the PADC based personal dosemeters 

was slightly worse. An advantage with the TEPC instruments is their possibility to measure 

both neutrons and gammas. The precision in the total ambient dose equivalent rate is 12%, 

which is about halfofthe precision in the neutron dose equivalent rate. 

A further observation from the tables is that the GM-tube based measurement results at 

Ringhals are 1.6 times larger than the photon dose equivalent rate values reported for the 

TEPC instruments. At CLAB the corresponding overestimate was 1.3. The reason for this was 

shown to be the very high energy photons created in (n,y)-reactions. GM-tubes are known to 

overrespond to them. This degree of overestimate was possible to determine because of the 

good photon energy response, that the TEPC instruments have. 
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Table 29.A: The results of the measurements of H*(IO) in the lock of reactor 4 at llinghals. The reference 

value, H~.rer' is calculated from the f1uence measurements with Bonner spheres made by PTB. 

Instrument category H' H' H~+y H~.ref H~ /H~rer n r 
(mSv/h) (mSv/h) (mSvlh) (mSvlh) 

remCOll1tters 
GM-tubes llinghals: 

Stndsvik 
Dineutron 0.23 0,07 0.30 0.223 1.03 

0.17 0.223 0.76 
IAR: And. Braun 
GSP: And. Braun 0.216 0,07 0.28 0.223 0.97 
PTB: Leake 0.305 0.223 1,37 
SSI 0.332 0.223 1.49 
Mean value 0,07 

±1 s 0.28 0,07 0.223 1.3 
±21% ±O% ±21% 

SDD 
DCMN 0.220 0.223 0.99 
TEPC 
AECL 0.138 0.047 0.186 0.223 0.62 
KFA 0.121 0.046 0.168 0.223 0.54 
CEA-Gren. 0.165 0.223 0.74 
PTB 0.050 
SSI 0.151 
Mean value 0.14 0.048 0.17 0.223 0.63 
±ls ±16% ±4% ±10% ±16% 

l10lllter spheres 
GSP 0.228 0.223 1.02 
IAR 0.183 0.223 0.82 
PTB 0.223 0.223 1.00 
Mean value 0.221 0.223 0.95 
±ls ±12% ±12% 

Table 29.B: Results of measurements of the personal dose equivalent rate in the lock at reactor 4 at 

llinghals. The quantity, Hp.,,"'" is the personal dose equivalent rate at 10 mm depth in a slab 

phantom, calculated from the Bonner spheres fluence measurements and directional data. 

Type of detector Hp.n Hp.r l4.,., Hp,nslab Hp,jHp,n,slab 

(mSv/h) (mSvlh) (mSvlll) (mSvlll) 

TLD 
Ringhals (LiB) 0.14 0.09 1.56 
Ringhals (Albedo) 0.16 0,07 0.23 0.09 1.78 
PADC+ TLD 
ENEA 0.205 0.09 2.28 

PADC 
AECL 0.110 0.09 1.22 
NRPB 0.058 0.09 0.64 
Mean value 0.084 0,09 0.93 
±ls ±44% ±44% 
SDD 
llillghals: Apfel 0.23 0.09 2.56 
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Table 30.A: TIle results of the measurements ofH*(IO) at position A of reactor 4 at Ringhals. The reference 

value, H~ rer ' is calculated from the fluence measurements with Bonner spheres. 

Instrument category H' H' H~+y H: ter H: IH: ref n r 
(mSv/h) (mSv/h) (mSv/h) (mSv/h) 

rel!1QoUlltel'S 
GM-tubes 
Ringhals: 

Studsvile 1.50 0.38 1.88 1.461 1.03 
Dineutron 1.50 1.461 1.03 

GSF: And. Braun 2.16 1.461 1.48 
NPL: Harwell 2.68 1.461 1.83 
SSI 0.49 
Mean value 2.42 1.461 1.66 
±ls ±15% ±15% 

TEPC 
AECL 0.94 0.30 1.24 1.461 0.64 
KFA 0.97 0.28 1.24 1.461 0.66 
CEA-Gren. 0.79 1.461 0.54 
PTB 0.33 
SSI 0.99 
Mean value 0.90 0.30 1.16 1.461 0.62 
± 1 s ±11% ±8% ±13% ±11% 

B0111ler spheres 
NPL 1.43 1.461 1.00 
PTB (1.46)" 1.461 (1.00) 

aI The NPL-result was used as input data 

Table 30.B: Results of measurements of the personal dose equivalent rate at- position A of reactor 4 at 

Ringhals. The quantity, 1\,." ... "" is the personal dose equivalent rate at 10 mm depth in a slab 

phantom, calculated from the BOllller spheres fluence measurements and directional data. 

Type of detector Hp,n Hp,y Hp,n...., Hp,n,slab Hp,jHp,n,slab 

(mSv/h) (mSv/h) (mSv/h) (mSv/h) 

TLD 
Ringhals (LiB) 1.34 0.600 2.23 
Ringhals (Albedo) 1.37 0.42 1.79 0.600 2.28 
PTB (Albedo) 0.85 0.34 1.19 0.600 1.42 

PADC+ TLD 
ENEA 0.58 0.28 0.86 0.600 

PADC 
AECL 0.76 0.600 1.27 
NRPB 0.39 0.61 1.00 0.600 0.65 
pm 0.53 0.600 0.88 
Mean value 0.56 0.600 0.93 
±ls ±33% ±33% 
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Table 31.A: TIle results of tile measurements of H*(I 0) at position F of reactor 2 at Ringhals. The reference 

value, H~ rer' is calculated from the fluence measurements with Bonner spheres. 

Instrument category H' H' H:+y H: rer H~ 1H~.ref n y 

(mSv/h) (mSv/h) (mSv/h) (mSv/h) 

remcounters 
GM-tubes 
Ringhals: 

Studsvik 1.00 0.20 1.20 0.745 1.61 
Dineutron 0.70 0.745 0.94 

IAR: And. Braun 0.79 0.26 1.25 0.745 1.06 
GSF: And. Braun 1.09 0.745 1046 
PTB: Leake 1.15 0.745 1.54 
SSI 0.31 
Mean value 1.01 0.29 0.745 1.35 
±ls ±19% ±12% ±19% 

TEPC 
AECL 0,48 0.18 0.66 0.745 0.64 
KFA 0.63 0.20 0.83 0.745 0.85 
CEA-Gren. 0043 0.745 0.58 
PTB 0.745 
SSI 0.59 
Mean value 0.51 0.19 0.69 0.745 0.69 
±ls ±20% ±6% ±17% ±20% 

BOllner svheres 
GSF 0.91 0.745 1.22 
IAR 069 0.745 0.93 
PTB 0.745 
Mean value 0.80 0.745 1.07 
±ls ±19% ±19% 

Table 31.B: Results of measurements of the personal dose equivalent rate at position F of reactor 2 at 

Ringhals. The quantity. Hp•M '",. is the personal dose equivalent rate at 10 mm depth in a slab 

phantom. calculated from the BOllller spheres fiuence measurements and directional data. 

Type of detector H~" ~, ~" .... Hp,n,dab Hp,/Hp,n,slab 

(mSv/h) (mSvnl) (mSv/h) (mSVnl) 

TLD 
Ringhals (LiB) 0.64 1.06 0040 1.60 
Ringhals (Albedo) 0.70 0.35 1.09 0040 1.75 
PTB (Albedo) 0.54 0.25 0.79 0040 1.35 

PADC 
AECL 0040 0040 1.00 
NRPB 0.37 0040 0.93 
PTB 0041 0040 1.03 
Mean value 0.39 0.40 0.98 
±ls ±5% ±5% 
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Table 32.A: TI,e results of the measurements of H*(1 0) at position G of reactor 2 at Ringhals. TIle reference 

value, H: rer ' is calculated from the fluence measurements with BOImer spheres. 

Instrument category H' H' H:+y H: rer H: IH:,ref n y 

(mSv/h) (mSv/h) (mSv/h) (mSv/h) 

remcoultters 
GM-tubes 
Ringhals: 

Sludsvik 0.10 0.10 0.20 0.165 0.61 
Dineutron 0.20 0.165 1.21 

IAR: And. Braun 0.12 0.10 0.22 0.165 0.73 
GSF: And. Braun 0.23 0.165 1.39 
PTB: Leake 0.25 0.165 1.51 
SSI 0.12 
Mean valne 0.20 0.11 0.165 1.21 
±ls ±34% ±12% ±35% 

TEPC 
AECL 0.074 0.068 0.142 0.165 0.45 
KFA 0.106 0.063 0.169 0.165 0.64 
PTB 0.072 
SSI 
Mean value 0.09 0.068 0.15 0.54 
±ls ±25% ±7% ±11% ±25% 

Bonner spheres 
GSF 0.142 0.165 0.86 
IAR 0.120 0.165 0.73 
PTB 0.165 0.165 1.00 
Mean value 0.140 0.165 0.86 

±ls ±16% ±16% 

Table 32.B: Results of measurements of the personal dose equivalent rate at position G of reactor 4 at 

Ringhals. TIle quantity, Hp.n .• 'ob, is the personal dose equivalent rate at 10 mm depth in a slab 

phantom, calculated from the BOllller spheres fluence measurements and directional data. 

Type of detector Hp,n Hp,y Hp,n+y II",n,slab Hp,jHp.n.slab 

(mSv/h) (mSv/h) (mSv/h) (mSv/h) 

TLD 
Ringhals (LiB) 0.160 0.060 (LiF) 0.220 0.050 3.20 
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Table 33.A: TIle results of the measurements ofH*(lO) at position D at CLAB. TI,e reference value, H' r' n,re 

is calculated from the fluence measurements with Bonner spheres. 

Instrument category H' H' H~+y H~.ref H~ /H~.rer n r 
(mSv/h) (mSv/h) (mSv/h) (mSv/h) 

rc.mcollniers 
GM-tubes 
CLAB: 

Studsvik 0.040 0.042 0.95 
Dineutron 0.060 0.042 1.43 

IAR: And. Braun 0.041 0.034 0.075 0.042 0.98 
GSF: And. Braun 0.053 0.042 1.26 
PTB: Leake 0.052 0.042 1.24 
SSI 0.033 
Mean value 0.049 0.034 0.042 1.16 
±ls ±14% ±2% ±13% 

SDD 
DCMN 0.038 0.042 0.90 

TEPC 
AECL 0.036 0.028 0.064 0.042 0.86 
KFA 0.030 0.025 0.056 0.042 0.71 
CEA-Gren. 0.039 0.042 0.93 
PTB 0.025 
SSI 0.054 
Mean value 0.035 0.026 0.058 0.042 0.83 
±ls ±13% ±7% ±9% ±13% 

Bonner slllzeres 
GSF 0.044 0.042 1.05 
IAR 0.036 0.042 0.86 
PTB 0.042 0.042 1.00 
Mean value 0,041 0.042 0.97 
±1 s ±10% ±10% 

Table 33.B: Results of measurements of the personal dose equivalent rate at position D at CLAB. TIle 

quantity, Hp.,.,''''' is the personal dose equivalent rate at 10 mm depth in a slab phantom, 

calculated from the Bonner spheres fluence measurements and directional data. The results 

reported by Ringhals were measured at Ringhals under similar conditions. 

Type of detector H,., Hp., H,.,,, Hp,n,stab Hp.JHp.lI,stab 

(mSv/h) (mSv/h) (mSv/h) (mSv/h) 

TLD 
Ringhals (LiB) 0.03 0,03 (LiF) 0.06 (0.020) . (\.50) 
PTB (Albedo) 0.040 0.030 0.070 0.020 2.00 

PADC+TLD 
ENEA 0.060 0.020 3.00 

PADC 
PTB 0.022 0.020 1.10 
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Table 34.A: The results of the measurements ofH*(IO) at position E at CLAB. TIle reference value, H~ ref' 

is calculated from the f1uence measurements with Bonner spheres. 

Instrument category H' H' H:+y H~.ref H~ /H~ref n r 
(mSv/h) (mSvlh) (mSvlh) (mSvlh) 

temcounfers 

GM-tubes 
CLAB: 

Studsvik 0.030 0.035 0.86 
Dineutron 0.040 0.035 1.14 

IAR: And. Braun 0.033 0.026 0.059 0.035 0.94 
GSF: And. Braun 0.044 0.035 1.26 
PTB: Leake 0.044 0.035 1.26 
SSI 0.022 
Mean value 0.040 0.024 0.035 1.15 
±ls ±16% ±12% ±16% 

SDD 
DCMN 0.038 0.035 1.09 

TEPC 
AECL 0.026 0.020 0.047 0.035 0.74 
KFA 0.023 0.020 0.043 0.Q35 0.66 
CEA-Gren. 0.031 0.035 0.89 
PTB 0.020 
SSI 0.043 
Mean value 0.027 0.020 0.044 0.035 0.76 
± 1 s ±15% ±2% ±5% ±15% 

Bonner su.heres 
GSF 0.036 0.035 1.03 
IAR 0.032 0.035 0.91 
PTB 0.035 0.035 1.00 
Mean value 0.034 0.035 0.98 
±ls ±6% ±6% 

Table 34.B: Results of measurements of the personal dose equivalent rate at position E. This measurement 

was made at Ringhals on a similar transport cask with a similar load of fuel elements. The 

quantity, HpN'''', is the personal dose equivalent rate at 10 nun depth in a slab phantom, 

calculated from the Bonner spheres f1uence measurements and directional data made at CLAB. 

Type of detector Hp,n Hp,y Hp,Dry Hp,n,slab H. . ./Hp., .• "b 
(mSvlh) (mSvnl) (mSvnl) (mSvnl) 

TLD 
Ringhals (LiB) 0.04 0.04 (LiF) 0.07 (0.017) . (2.4) 
Ringhals (Albedo) 0.Q3 
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Table 35.A: The results of the measurements of H*(IO) at position P at CLAB. The reference value, H~.rer' 

is calculated from the fluence measurements with BOlmer spheres. 

Instrument category H' H' H:+y H:.ref H: IH:rer n y 

(mSv/h) (mSv/h) (mSv/h) (mSv/h) 

remCDUllters 
GM-tubes 
CLAB: 

Studsvile 0.050 0.043 1.16 
Dineutroll 0.100 0.043 2.32 

IAR: And. Braun 0.041 0.026 0.043 0.95 
GSF: And. Braun 0.051 0.043 1.19 
PTB: Leake 0.052 0.043 1.21 
SSI 0.023 
Mean valne 0.048 0.025 0.043 1.12 
±ls ±13% ±9% ±13% 

SDD 
DCMN 0.040 0.043 0.93 

TEPC 
AECL 0.031 0.024 0.055 0.043 0.72 
KFA 0.025 0.021 0.046 0.043 0.58 
CEA-Gren. 0.040 0.043 0.93 
PTB 0.012 
SSI 0.051 
Mean value 0.032 0.019 0.051 0.043 0.74 
±ls ±24% ±33% ±9% ±24% 

Bonner suheres 
GSF 0.047 0.043 1.09 
TAR 0.037 0.043 0.86 
PTB 0.043 0.043 1.00 
Mean value 0.042 0.043 0.98 
±ls ±12% ±12% 

Table 35.B: Results of measurements of the personal dose equivalent rate at position P at CLAB. TIle 

quantity, Hp .•. """ is the personal dose equivalent rate at 10 mm depth in a slab phantom, 

calculated from the Bonner spheres fluence measurements and directional data. 

Type of detector Hp,n Hp,y Hp,nt-y Hp,n,slab Hp,/Hp,n,slab 

(mSv/h) (mSv/h) (mSVn,) (mSvn,) 

TLD 
PTB (Albedo) 0.030 0.020 0.070 0.031 1.29 

PADC+ TLD 
ENEA 0.040 0.031 1.29 

PADC 
PTB 0.037 0.031 1.19 
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Figure 14: The neutron H;,(10)/HE (squared symbols) as well as Hp"bb(10)IHE (circles) 

according to ICRP 51 and ICRU 39. Also shown is the ratios of H~(10)/E 

(diamonds) and ~'I'b(lO)/E (triangles). See the text for details. 

The operational dose equivalent quantities were defined to give an overestimate of the 

effective dose equivalent, HE' This is illustrated in Figure 14, which shows the ratio between 

H*(lO),/HE as well as the ratio ofHp,n(10)IHE• The overestimate is between 4,5 and about 2 for 

the two ratios, respectively. The ICRP has defined a new quantity in its Report 60 [4] to 

replace HE called effective dose, E, in which radiation weighting factors, wR' replace quality 

factors. In the report a new relation between quality factor, Q, and linear energy, L, is also 

defined for use with operational quantities. After the publication of Report 60, the ICRU has 

published its Report 49 [22], which gives revised stopping power data for protons and alpha 

particles. In Figure 14 the ratios between H~ (1 0) and E as well as ~.n(1 O)/E are shown. The 

changes in stopping power presented as well as a new suggested relation between Q and 

neutron fluence (ICRPIICRU draft report) have been considered in the calculations of the 

quantities. The overestimates now become smaller, about 2.5 for the ambient dose equivalent 

and just larger than 1.0 for the personal dose equivalent. All the numerical data are found in 

Table 36. 
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Table 36: The neutron ambient dose equivalent rate, for two different sets of quality factors 

suggested by ICRP, the effective dose equivalent defined by the ICRP in report 51 

and the effective dose as now recommended by the ICRP in its report 60. 

Quantity L A F G D E P 
(mSvlh) (mSv/h) (mSvlh) (mSv/h) (mSv/h) (mSvlh) (mSvlh) 

H* 0.223 1.461 0.745 0.165 0.042 0.035 0.043 
old Q(L) 

H*Q(L) 0.280 1.820 0.930 0.203 0.053 0.044 0.054 
ICRP60 
ICRU49 

Hp,slab 0.094 0.593 0.405 0.049 0.020 0.017 0.031 
old Q(L) 

Hp,slab 0.122 0.756 0.516 0.061 0.026 0.022 0.041 

ICRP 60 
ICRU 49 

HE 0.046 0.321 0.197 0.036 0.010 0.008 0.012 
ICRP 51 

E 0.114 0.751 0.458 0.074 0.022 0.018 0.029 
ICRP60 
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6. Conclusions 

The unique comparison exercise performed with various neutron spectrometers and neutron 

and photon dosemeters to specify the mixed radiation fields at workplaces in nuclear facilities 

was thoroughly evaluated. In the course of a very detailed analysis of the different 

spectrometric results various problems were recognized and lateron resolved. Besides trivial 

mistakes, e.g. normalisation errors of Bonner sphere data (see p. 15 of Ref. [1)) and recoil 

proton spectra (see p. 76-78 of Re£ [1)), the incompatibility of the spectral fluence reported 

by one group with the other BSS data sets again showed that the BS response matrix must be 

carefully determined, e.g. by adjusting calculated response functions to experimental 

calibration data for each sphere diameter separately. The systematic discrepancy shown in 

Fig. 2 disappeared if the revised response matrix was used for unfolding of the IAR data set 

(see p. 35-38 of Ref. [1)). The scatter of the final results (Fig. 15) is now quite large for both 

the integral fluence and DE values but the overall agreement is much more satisfying although 

not perfect. 
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Fig. 15: Ratio of the total neutron fluence (left) and dose equivalent (right) as for Figure 2, 

but with the revised IAR data and the evaluated results for reference. 
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It might be concluded from this comparison that an evaluation of the final data sets may yield 

slightly lower integral values, but the revised data were submitted too late for a new analysis. 

The recommended spectral fluence (see Fig. 9 and Table 11) is therefore used for the 

interpretation of all dosimetric neutron data. 

On the basis of the final evaluation, TEPCs give values for the total dose and gamma dose 

rates with a statistical uncertainty of less than 10%, dose equivalent rates, neutron dose 

equivalent rates and neutron quality factors with statistical uncertainties of less then 20%. 

However, the data delivered by the participants showed a spread of the neutron dose 

equivalent data of more than 40%. The evaluation of the dose equivalent data and the 

assessment of uncertainties is difficult, since each participant uses his own experience to set 

neutron gamma thresholds and to apply correction factors. 

Traceability of results could be improved and uncertainties be minimised if a code of practice 

for TEPC dosimetty for radiation protection could be established. This code would have to 

include standard detector designs, calibration procedures and sources, evaluation procedures 

and recommendations with respect to basic nuclear data used in calibration and evaluation 

procedures such as stopping powers and W values. 

In comparison to the Bonner sphere results, the dose equivalent readings of the TEPCs are 

lower by 30% on average, even though the readings of the latter had been corrected (see 

equation 4) on the basis of measurements with a neutron calibration source. Obviously, this 

correction was not sufficient for measurements in the fields encountered at the Ringhals 

reactors and at CLAB. A code of practice, as mentioned before, therefore, would have to 

include also recommendations for calibration sources and procedures, when TEPCs are used 

in different irradiation environments. 

The TEPC measurements of gamma dose equivalents showed that Geiger MUller 

measurements of this radiation component were wrong probable due to the presence of a 

significant fraction of high energy photons in the incident fields. 

The directional dependence of the neutron fluence could only be determined by means of sets 

of personal dosemeters simultaneously irradiated on phantoms. The evaluated spectral neutron 
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fluence could at least be separated in an isotropic and directional (chiefly A - P) part. 

Although a rough approach only, this analysis allowed to estimate limiting DE quantities 

showing that the ambient and personal DE values are always conservative estimates of the 

limiting quantities. The ambient DE values derived from these measurements are in 

reasonable agreement with the reference data (see Figs. 12 and 13). 

In general, the neutron dosemeter results deviate from the reference values as expected in such 

soft neutron fields according to their response functions, e.g. moderator type remcounter 

overread up to 50% and TEPC systems underread in the same order of magnitude. SatisfYing 

results were only obtained for a Studsvik -remcounter and a recently developed dosemeter 

based on superheated drop detectors. The latter system seems to be very promising for future 

use if some teclmical problems, e.g. the temperature dependence of the response, can be 

solved. 

In summary it can be concluded, that neutron spectrometry is still required in order to 

establish dosimetric reference data. Bonner Sphere Spectrometers allow to detennine ambient 

DE values to better than 15% for all neutron fields encountered at workplaces in nuclear 

facilities provided that the response matrix is properly determined. Recoil proton 

spectrometers may additionally be employed to improve the energy resolution in the neutron 

energy region beyond 10 keY. 

Commonly used area dosemeters must be calibrated at the workplace or in similar fields 

prepared in the laboratory if DE readings to better than 20% are required. Sets of personal 

dosemeters with rough spectrometric properties, irradiated on phantoms, can be reliable tools 

to detennine personal, ambient and limiting DE quantities if the directional and energy 

dependent response is known. 

Unexpected discrepancies were observed for the readings of different photon dosemeters. The 

about 50% higher reading of GM counter based on dosemeters than the TEP'C systems may be 

caused by the high energy photons present. Additional investigations are needed to explain the 

different readings. 
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tatens strålskyddsinstitut, ssi, är en central tillsyns-

myndighet med uppgift att skydda människor, djur och miljö mot

skadlig verkan av strålning. SSI arbetar för en god avvägning mellan

risk och nytta med strålning, och för att öka kunskaperna om strål-

ning, så att individens risk begränsas.

SSI sätter gränser för stråldoser till allmänheten och till dem som

arbetar med strålning, utfärdar föreskrifter och kontrollerar att de efter-

levs, bland annat genom inspektioner. Myndigheten informerar, utbildar

och ger råd för att öka kunskaperna om strålning. SSI bedriver också

egen forskning och stöder forskning vid universitet och högskolor.

Myndigheten medverkar i det internationella strålskyddssam-

arbetet. Därigenom bidrar SSI till förbättringar av strålskyddet i främst

Baltikum och Ryssland. SSI håller beredskap dygnet runt mot olyckor

med strålning. En tidig varning om olyckor fås genom svenska och

utländska mätstationer och genom internationella varnings- och in-

formationssystem.

SSI har idag ca 120 anställda och är beläget i Stockholm.

the swedish radiation protection institute (ssi) is a

government authority with the task of protecting mankind and the

living environment from the harmful effects of radiation. SSI ensures

that the risks and benefits inherent to radiation and its use are

compared and evaluated, and that knowledge regarding radiation

continues to develop, so that the risk to individuals is minimised.

SSI decides the dose limits for the public and for workers exposed

to radiation, and issues regulations that, through inspections, it ensures

are being followed.  SSI provides information, education, and advice,

carries out research and administers external research projects.

SSI participates on a national and international level in the field

of radiation protection. As a part of that participation, SSI contributes

towards improvements in radiation protection standards in the for-

mer Soviet states.

SSI is responsible for co-ordinating activities in Sweden should an

accident involving radiation occur. Its resources can be called upon

at any time of the day or night. If an accident occurs, a special

emergency preparedness organisation is activated. Early notification

of emergencies is obtained from automatic alarm monitoring stations

in Sweden and abroad, and through international and bilateral

agreements on early warning and information.

SSI has 120 employees and is situated in Stockholm.
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